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THE MAMMALS OF WINNESHIEK AND ALLAMAKEE COUNTIES, IOWA 
Sherman A. Hoslett1 
ABSTRACT. T h i r t y - s i x s p e c i e s o f m a mm a 1 s w h i c h w e r e 
collected or r el iably reported to be in Winneshiek and 
Allamak ee Counties, Iowa, are included in an anno tated 
list. Additional species are included in a hypothetical 
list. The eastern decid uous for e st is represented in 
northeastern Io w a by the willow-m aple, elm-ash, lin-
den-maple, and oak-hickory associa tions. The semi-
aquatic mud fl at, and prairie thicket associations are 
s u c c e s s i o n a 1 s t a g e s 1 e a d i n g t o f o r e s t ·C o n d i t i o n s .. T h e 
northern coniferous forest is re presented only in a fe w 
s cat t e red situations by th e con i f e r as s o c i at ion. Gras s -
land is represented b y the uplan d prairie, prairie ridge, 
and ri ver-te rrace associations. The rock slope asso-
ci~tion is a successional stage which may lead either 
to prairie or to deciduous forest. 
INTRODUCTION 
Iowa lies in the ecotone between the deciduous forests of easte rn North 
America and the grasslands of the west central part of the continent. The 
state has vegetational features of both of these m ajor biome types. The 
ecological associations of mammal s have not been well described for the 
state; this paper con side rs the mammalian community of the northeastern 
part of Iowa where both forest and prairie are represented but where the 
forest vegetation is dominant. 
Because the writer was engaged in teaching duties from September 
until June, concentrated field investigations we re confined to the summer 
months and, when oppo rtunity offered, to shorter periods during other 
seasons of the year. The first field work was carried on during the sum-
mer of 1933 and the last intensive collecting was done during the summer 
of 1939. Since then, additional data have been gathered as time allowed. 
The localities where specimens and records of mammals were obtained 
are indicated in Figure 1. 
The writer acknowledges a debt of appreciation to Dr. Lee R. Dice 
who directed the study and to Dr. Milton W. Weller who revi sed the 
material for publication. Dr. W. H. Burt g ave valuable suggestions and 
1 Formerly of Luther College, Decorah, Iowa. Present address: Inter-
national Christian Univ., Mitaka, Tokyo, Japan. This material was a 
portion of a Ph.D. thesis presented to the University of Michigan. It 
was revised by Milton w. Weller, Iowa State University, who assumes 
responsibility for. revision of nomenclature according to Miller and 
Kellogg (1955), and the arrangements of tables. 
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assistance in the identification of the mammals. An Edwin G. Hinsdale 
Scholarship assigned by the Museum of Zoology of the University of 
Michigan gave the financial assistance needed to complete this study. 
For assistance rendered in connection with field studies, the writer 
is indebted to Dr. W. L. Strunk who gave encouragement and made pos-
sible the opportunity to carry on the research. Mr. W. L. Tolstead gave 
valuable assistance in the identification of plants. 
METHODS 
Traps of the "snap-trap" type were used chiefly for taking the smaller 
mammals. Live traps and steel traps were employed occasionally for 
the larger mammals. After some experimentation, oatmeal flakes were 
considered the best all-around bait for attracting the smaller species. 
During the first season of field work, traplines were strung out in the 
form of transects which began in the valleys near watercourses and ter-
minated on uplands beyond the valley slopes. During subsequent seasons, 
individual traplines were laid out within the boundaries of typical asso-
ciations in order to eliminate possible confusion which might result from 
collecting specimens in transition belts between associations. Traps 
were set at varying intervals, depending on cover, runways, and other 
features. Where there was no cover, they were spaced about 5 feet apart 
in straight lines. 
Series of skins and skulls of the smaller mammals have been_ deposited 
in the Museum of Zoology of the University of Michigan. No attempt was 
made to prepare museum specimens of the larger mammals because sight 
records, signs ·of activity, reliable rep.orts, and bounty records were 
sufficient to establish their identity. Some additional data were obtained 
from a small collection of mammals in the Biology Department of Luther 
College, Decorah, Iowa. All of the specimens in this collection were 
destroyed by fire in 1942. Complete mounted sets of the plants collected 
by Tolstead in the vicinity of localities which were investigated by the 
writer are in the herbarium of Iowa State University at Ames, Iowa. 
Identification of these specimens was made by Tolstead and checked by 
other authorities (Tolstead, 19 38}. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE REGION 
Location 
Winneshiek andAllamakee Counties lie along the Iowa-Minnesota state 
line in the northeastern corner of Iowa. The two counties form a rec-
tangle which includes approximately 1350 square miles. The eastern 
border is formed by the Mississippi River. 
Topography 
The western portion of the area is level upland plain while the central 
and eastern parts of the area consist of numerous river valleys, lime-
stone cliffs, and divides between drainage systems. The uplands, oc-
cupying about one-fourth of the area, are on the eastern border of the 
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Great Plains region. The land is rolling, with a few meandering streams 
occurring in shallow valleys. 
The erosional fe ature s of the balance of the area are produce d by 
three drainage systems which c ut b ack from the Mississippi to the up-
lands on the west. The Uppe r Iowa River flows through northern and 
northwestern portion s of both counties, the Yellow River drains the 
southern part of Ailamake e County, and the Turkey River cuts across 
the southwest corner of Winneshiek County. These rivers , with their 
n etwork of fertile small tributaries, have incised the region in a den-
dritic fa shion. Consequently, the erosional topography here is in sharp 
contra st to the rolling plains of western and southwestern Winneshiek 
County. The rivers are at grade and, accordingly, the maximum relief 
has been outlined. 
In the l owe r parts of t he valleys, whe re the rivers ernpty into the Mis-
sissippi , the flood-plains a re wide , t he flats at the mouth of the Upper 
I owa being about a mile across. In their younger portions, where the 
rivers are cutting into the upland plain to the west, the valleys are nar-
row and V-shaped. The valley border s vary from gentle soil-covered 
slopes to sheer perpendicular cliffs of lime stone. The elevation at some 
places from the floor of a river valley to the crest of an adjacent bluff is 
400 feet, and occasionally within a few miles along the valleys, the ele-
vation may be as rriuch as 600 feet. 
Geology 
The rock in the region is m o stly limestone, sandstone, and shale of 
Ordovician origin. The strata are exposed along the river valleys and 
as outcrops near the crests of hills ·. Much of the limestone is leached 
and crumbly. Consequently, ledges and crevass recesses between hard 
and soft strata are ' characteristic of the rock exposures. The bedrock 
of the upland plains is concealed by prairie soils. However, sink holes 
are numerous and in some cases have rock walls that can be seen from 
the surface. Caves and subterranean streams, many of which issue as 
large spr ings along the valleys , are common beneath the uplands. 
There are a few minor exposures of rocks which do not belong to the 
Ordovician System. Jordan sand stone of the Cambrian System is ex-
posed in the bed of the Upper Iowa River in Allamakee County. The 
Silurian System is repre sented by a small patch of Niagara limestone 
near the south cent ral boundary of Winneshiek County. Lying uncon-
formably on Ordovician rocks along the southwestern border of the same 
county is a strip of Middle Devonian l ime stone. 
The event s of the Pleistocene P e ri od, for a long time misinterpreted 
because of their erratic occurrence in northeastern Iowa, are responsi-
ble for the pre sent topography of the region. Except for minor Silurian 
and Devonian encroachments, no sedimentary rocks have been deposited 
here since Ordovician times. Between Ordovician and Pleistocene times, 
the region has been subjected to periods of uplift and base-leveling, and 
it is believed that peneplain conditions existed at the beginning of the Ice 
Age. Contrary to earlier opinions, the first C ontinental glacier left drift 
deposits in northeq.stern Iowa (Kay and Apfel, 19 29). Two later ice sheets 
penetrated into this area. Resultant glacial streams and their detritus 
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carved out the present river valleys. The several river terraces in the 
Upper Iowa Valley are formed from sandy deposits carried down by 
Pleistocene rivers. 
The parent materials of the soil of the area came from two main 
sources, according to Benton and Russell(l922} and the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, Bureau of Soils ( 19 38). Loes s blew into the region from 
the west and southwest. From the north came glacial debris and the 
alluvium of glacial rivers. The organic decomposition of interglacial 
vegetation and long periods of seeping and leaching produced two major 
types of soil: dark Prairie soils and lighter Gray-Brown .Podzolic soils. 
The latter, thin and light colored soils, are represented by the Clinton, 
Boone, and Lindley series, and are characteristic of Allamakee County 
in places where the vegetation-covered slopes have good drainage. 
Climate 
Winneshiek and Allamakee Counties are situated in the cooler part of 
Iowa. U.S. Weather Bureau records for Winneshiek County give a mean 
annual temperature of 45. 7 ° F., the extremes being-37° in January and 
+111° in July. The average annual precipitation is 32. 73 inches. May 
and June are normally the wettest months, with an average rainfall ordi-
narily of 4. 36 and 3.96 inches, respectively. January and February are 
the driest months of the year. The prevailing winds are from the north-
west in the winter and from the south and southwest in the summer. 
Climatological data indicate that the growing season is short in north-
eastern Iowa. On the average, it is 142 days, which is low for the state 
in general. The earliest fall frost recorded is August 30, with Septem-
ber 30 being the average date. The latest killing frost is listed as June 
8 but the ~verage date is May 11. 
Vegetation 
Tall grass prairies occur on the upland plains and on the divides be-
tween drainage systems. These prairies, found chiefly in the western 
and southwestern portions, occupy about one-fourth of the area studied. 
The prairie vegetation for the most part, has been de strayed by culti va-
tion. The dominant prairie vegetation is composed of tall blue stem, In-
dian grass, June grass, and porcupine grass (see Table 1). On the more 
xeric prairie ridges, however, the dominant grasses are little bluestem 
and side-oats grama grass. Isolated patches of woods and shrubby vege-
tation are found on the prairies. On the prairie ridges there are small 
groves of red cedar and creeping juniper. 
The remaining part of northeastern Iowa was originally woodland. The 
trees have been cleared from much of the uplands and from the more 
gentle slopes for cultivation and pasture. However, many of the slopes 
in Winneshiek County, and especially in Allamakee County, are too steep 
and bear soil too thin for farming purposes andhere the woods are still 
intact. According to Tolstead ( 19 38) linden and maple are climax species, 
while bur oak and shellbark hickory are subclimax species. These occur 
chiefly on the valley slopes where the oak-hickory association favors the 
upper portions and the uplands. The linden-maple association is more 
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Figure I. -Map of Winneshiek and Allamakee Counties to indicate the 
drainage systems of the area and also showing the areas (in-
dicated by eras se s) where intensive trapping was done. 
common on the lower slopes and outer borders of flood-plains. The 
dominant vegetation on the flood-plains is elm-ash forest. Willows and 
maples are transitional stages on the mud flats and sedge meadows of 
the bottomlands. 
A few small relict groves of balsam fir and of eastern white pine 
occur on the limestone cliffs and valley slopes of the upper Iowa River 
Valley. Except for the red cedar and creeping juniper of the steep, 
grass-covered prairie ridges, the only other conifer in northeastern Iowa 
is the yew which grows in the linden-maple woods on shady, protected 
slopes. 
ANNOTATED LIST OF MAMMALS 
This preliminary list of mammal species is the result of the first 
intensive survey made of the mammals in northeastern Iowa. Unless 
otherwise stated, all references are for the period of the 1930's. In 
addition to notes on specimens collected or observed by the author, or 
reliably reported by others, there is included a list of the mammal spe-
cies whose occurrence has not been verified in the region but which 
probably occur. The authority used for scientific names is Miller and 
Kellogg ( 19 55). 
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Opossum 
Didelphis marsupialis virginiana Kerr 
An adult male opossum was captured March 15, 1936, in a chicken 
coop located at the edge of an oak-hickory association on the outskirts 
of Decorah. A partially decomposed male, evidently run over by a car, 
was found October 4, 19 34, on a road skirting a willow-maple association 
in the Upper Iowa valley. Several other specimens which were collected 
in the vicinity of farms were in the Luther College collection. Residents 
were of the opinion that the species was becoming more numerous. 
Masked Shrew 
Sorex cinereus lesueurii (Duverney) 
Two specimens were obtained on the uplands along railroad tracks a 
few miles south of Ridgeway. One was captured on July 20, 1939, in a 
tall-grass prairie and the other on July 31, 1939, in a prairie thicket. 
Four were taken in February, 1948, in a sedge meadow association near 
Decorah . These specimens, the first to be authentically recorded for 
northeast Iowa, are in the collection of the Museum of Zoology, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, and have been assigned by Burt (1943) to S. cinereus 
lesueuril. -
Short-tailed Shrew 
Blarina b. brevicauda (Say) 
Fifty-four specimens were collected for the pre sent survey and a 
small series of other specimens, some with incomplete data, were in the 
Luther College collection. The majority of the specimens are large 
individuals . The short-tailed shrew is distributed throughout the area 
studied and is characteristic of all the associations on lowlands, hill-
sides, and uplands, except where the soil is bare and sandy or where 
soil is absent on rocky ledges and crevasses. 
The data on measurements of northeastern Iowa short-tailed shrews 
support the opinion that a population of large- sized shrews occurs in the 
Upper Mississippi Valley. Forty-five adult individuals, varied in total 
length from 120 to 141 mm, averaged 128. 7 mm. Skulls of 20 mature 
specimens have an average greatest length of 24. 78 mm. Merriam (1895: 
11) lists 8 specimens from the type locality near Blair, Nebraska, as 
averaging 127 mm in total length, 31 from New York averaging 122 mm, 
and 6 from Massachusetts averaging 115 mm. Skulls in the Museum of 
Zoology collection measure in total length as follows: 6 from New Hamp-
shire and 10 from Ohio, 23 to 24 mm: 12 from Michigan, 21 to 24 mm: 
5 from Decorah, Iowa, 23. 5 to 26 mm: and 4 from Sioux County in north-
western Iowa, 24 to 25. 8 mm. It is apparent that the range of total length 
measurements is more than could be accounted for by individual variation 
of the shrews and personal error in measuring. The more specific skull 
measurements further substantiate the consistently large size of the 
northeastern Iowa shrews. 
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Prairie Mole 
Scalopus aquaticus machrinus (Rafinesque} 
An adult male was captured in a basement stairway at Luther College 
and 'another was captured in the gutter of a pavement at the same locality. 
A mole was observed in August, 19 39, as it was burrowing close to the 
soil surface amongst roots and rotting wood in an upland oak-hickory 
association. Loosened earth-ridges of the prairie mole occur in loose, 
dry earth at the edges of open woods, in the damp soils within woods, and 
on mud flats covered with vegetation. In 1937, Winneshiek County paid 
bounty at the rate of ten cents per scalp on I, 847 moles. 
Little Brown Bat 
Myotis .!.= lucifugus (Le Conte} 
Three individuals were taken during the summer of 19 38 from a colon,y 
which inhabited the eaves and attic of a deserted log cabin near the mouth 
of Canoe Creek. Bats were noted in the same place for the follow i ng two 
summers, but when the cabin was visited in early September, 1937, none 
was found. This bat is a common resident of northeastern Iowa. Sher-
man (1929}· reports observations on the habits of a colony which lived 
about a farmhouse near McGregor, a few miles southeast of Allamakee 
County. 
Big Brown Bat 
Epte sicus !,.= fuscus (Pali sot de Beauvais} 
An adult female and an immature male were collected in early July, 
1933, from a colony which frequents. the attics and eaves of several 
buildings on the Luther College campus. 'They are abundant, j udging . 
from the number seen in flight at the same time. This and the little 
brown bat are the two most common bats in northeastern Iowa. 
Red Bat 
Lasiurus b. borealis (Muller} 
A single individual was shot by E. E. Jeffers on July 8, 1934, as it 
was hanging on a tree in the willow-maple association on the bottomlands 
west of Decorah. After the animal was identified as red bat, it was 
accidentally discarded. Another specimen collected by Mrs. Karl E. 
Goellner on November 3, 1946 is in the Luther College collection. Al-
though the species is reported for other parts of the state (Scott , 1937), 
there are no other _records for northeastern Iowa. 
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White-tailed Jack Rabbit 
Lepus townsendii c ampanius Hollister 
This species is common in the upland prai rie region. It is frequently 
seen hopping over cultivated fields and pasture land. O ccasional indivi-
duals, killed by traffic, are found on the highways. It is conspicuous 
during late spring when its white winter pelage is seen contrasted against 
the dark earth of plowed land and pastures. One specimen which w as in 
the Luther College collection had a large fluid tapeworm vesicle present 
in the dorsolumbar region. 
Cottontail 
Silvilagus floridanus mearnsii (J. A. Allen) 
Individuals have been started from dust spots in t h e following habitats: 
weed patches on flood-plains , w hite pine woods ori. hillsides, beneath 
juniper mats on prairie ridges, and in weedy thickets on the upland 
prairies. It apparently favors the weed patches and brushy a reas occur-
ring on the fl ood-plains and on the lower portions of the valley slopes. 
A series of over forty skins was in the Luther College collection and 
several additional specimens were collected for this survey. 
Woodchuck 
Marmota ~· ~· (Linnaeus) 
Intergradation with Marmota monax rufescens occurs within 50 miles 
to the north, in southern Minnesota, according to Surber (1932, 56). 
There are probably some individuals in northeaste.i:n Iowa which more 
closely resemble the northern subspecies. Two females were preserved 
for the present study. One of the females, pregnant when collected in 
July , 19 34, had a bunch of apple rust (telio-stage of Gymnosporangium) 
in her mouth. The tree climbing habit of the woodchuck was observed in 
a willow-maple association on the flood-plain we st of Decorah. The 
animal, when frightened, ran to a box-elder which was growing at an 
angle over a ditch and, a fter rapidly scrambling up the inclined trunk, 
crouched down on a horizontal limb about 20 feet above the ground. 
The woodchuck is abundant throughout the regiori, probably because of 
the wide range of habitat it can tole rate. A few burrows are found in 
bottomland willow-maple associations, but they are.:.more common in the 
vicinity of rocky and wooded slopes which border th.e river valleys. Dur-
ing the early part of July, 1933, several individuals _lived in the shallow 
earth cellar beneath a deserted log cabin near the mouth of Canoe Cre ek. 
On the first night that the writer occupied the cabin, the woodchucks 
moved out. It also inhabits upland woods, prairies, prairie thickets, 
and, more commonly, sink holes with concealing vegetation. An indica-
tion of its abundance can be gathered from bounty records for Winneshiek 
County. Judging from the amounts paid, at the rate of ten cents per 
scalp, 2, 583 were exterminate d in 1933 and 3, 154 in 1937. 
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Thirteen- lined Ground Squirrel 
Citellus !.: tridecemlineatus (Mitchill) 
This species is common in the upland prairies and fields. It occurs 
sparingly along the borders of open woods and thickets adjacent to prai-
ries. The striped gopher is not found in valley flood plains that are sub-
ject to frequent inundation. Only one specimen was taken in bottomlands 
and that was on an earthen dike, above flood level, at the edge of the New 
Albin bottoms on the Mississippi. Numerous individuals are killed on 
the upland highways of the region. Striped gophers were noted to be more 
numerous than usual on a gravel road near Conover during the early 
hours of bright, sunny mornings after rainy nights. 
Franklin' s Ground Squirrel 
Citellus franklinii (Sabine) 
Farmers report the occurrence of these large gophers on upland 
prairie regions of northeastern Iowa. It is stated that in the vicinity of 
Conover, Ridgeway, and to the northwest of Decorah it once was ve ry 
common, but due to vigorous extermination methods within the past few 
years, it is becoming scarce. None were obtained for .the present sur-
vey. However, the reliability of reports and also authentic records from 
surrounding areas (A.H. Howell, 1938, 133-135) are sufficient to list the 
gray gopher as a present-day mammal of northeastern Iowa. 
Eastern Chipmunk 
Tamias stria tus griseus Mearns 
Six skins and skulls were preserved for this survey. The species i s 
common in the wooded areas of the uplands and the valley slopes of the 
region. It favors locations having rocky ledges and also deep woods 
having a thick layer of humus and numerous fallen logs. The chipmunk 
is inactive only during the severe weather of midwinter . It is seen 
scampering about from the first mild days of late winter until subfreezing 
weather of the following winter sets in. 
Gray Squirrel 
Sciurus carolinensis hypopha eus Merriam 
Two specimens we re taken in willow-maple associations, one in the 
Upper Iowa valley and the other in the Mississippi bottoms. In addition, 
a number of others were seen in bott omland habitats, as well as in up-
land oak-hickory associations. It is apparently not as abundant as the 
fox squirrel. Both the gray and fox squirrels are common residents of 
parks and shade trees in the towns of the region. Hypophaeus and leu-
cotis no doubt interg rade in this area. The specimens examined for this 
study are considered to resemble more closely the former. 
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Fox Squirrel 
Sciurus niger rufiventer E. Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire 
Specimens were taken in the following associations: willow-maple, 
sedge-meadow, oak-hickory, and linden-maple. Numerous other indi-
viduals were observed in the same habitats, apparently favoring those 
on valley slopes and uplands. One squirrel was seen swimming acros ·s 
a Mississippi backwater which was about a hundred feet in width. A 
group of a dozen fox squirrels {twelve separate individuals were counted 
and more were present} were observed as they were vigorously biting off 
green hickory nuts in a hillside grove southwest of New Albin on August 
19, 1933. 
Southern Flying Squirrel 
Glaucomys ~· volans (Linnaeus} 
A male flying squirrel was drowned on August 20, 19 39, in a watering 
trough on a farm near New Albin. Its stomach was full of hickory meats. 
Five specimens were obtained from the garret of a dwelling in Decorah 
during February, 19 34, and during the following weeks at least ten more 
were removed from this same house. A specimen in the Luther College 
collection was captured at the base of a hollow tree .in oak-hickorv ···"°' ov' 
ciation on the edge of the campus. Six of the flyin~ , qu:· rrels C rk ' 1: i ·, t- .dh·e 
were kept in the writer's study room. They ate alrr.1.ost every -.1.riety of 
nuts, as well as apples, lettuce, dry bread, and at intervals they seemed 
to relish English sparrows. During the late fall they would crawl in an 
inverted position along an electric light cord which was suspended hori-
zontally beneath the ceiling. House flies, being sluggish at this time of 
year, were easily captured by the squirrels on the wire and were eagerly 
devoured. The animals were full grown when taken. They did not be-
come tame, but cautiously took food from an outstretched hand. 
On the basis of the records obtained by the writer and from the reli-
able reports of others, the flying squirrel ap':"·:uently inhabits the deep 
shady portions of woods and seems to favor the oak-hickory type of for-
est. It is also shown that, should the opportunity be offered, it can adapt 
itself to living in buildings inhabited by man. 
Pocket Gopher 
Geomys E: bursarius (Shaw} 
Measurements of a few specimens agree with the opinion(Swenk, 1939, 
3} that eastern Iowa pocket gophers are large members of the subspecies 
bursarius. One male measured in total length 317 mm, which is slightly 
more than records from the Dakotas, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and eastern 
Iowa (Knoxville) ', the maximum for the last mentioned being a 310. I mm 
specimen of unknown sex. The pocket gopher inhabits both valley and 
upland associations where the soil is dark in color and not firmly packed. 
Its mounds are most common in meadows and cultivated fields throughout 
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the region. T h e earliest s pring activity of the pocket gopher was noted 
on March 23, 1936. At that time a heavy flood inundated the bottoms 
w est of Decorah and fresh gopher mounds were present on slightly higher 
g r ound about 200 feet from the high- w ater line. Although farmers are 
vigorous i n their attempts to exterminate the animal and bounties are 
le vied on it , the species is common. Bounty records of Winneshiek 
County for 1933 and 1937 show that 12, 790 and 26, 590 ' 1gophers" were 
tu rne d in for t he 2 years respectively . Since the record lists only "go-
phers, " it is probable that striped gophers and gray gophers are included 
i n these fi g ures. 
Beaver 
Castor canadensis Kuhl 
A farme r stated that as a youth , a few years before 1900, he saw the 
remains of a l arge beaver dam on Canoe Creek, but that the animals had 
b e en exterminated before h is time. Mr. Kenard Baker, Iowa Conserva-
tion offic e r, reports the presence of a couple of dams , used several 
yea rs a go, in the Upper Iow a Valley near Kendallville in the northw estern 
c orner of Winneshiek County. In this same locality, Mr. Baer noted 
fr esh tree cuttings in the falls of 19 38 and 19 39, but saw no signs of dam 
building. However , beaver later increased in numbers sufficient to per-
mit a trapping season. 
Prairie Deermouse 
Peromyscus maniculatus bairdii (Hoy and Kennicott) 
Data were obtained on 93 in addition to a small series of specimens 
w hich were in t he Luther College collection. This mouse was taken in 
bottomland sedge meadow, mud flat and upland prairie associations and 
in cultivated fields. Its favored habitats are weed patches, tall-grass 
prairies, and grassy tangles along fence rows. It is not so common in 
thickets and the borders of open woods. When annual spring floods cover 
its flood-plain habitat it w as observed to seek safety on rafts of debris 
i ns t ead of attempting to emigrate from flooded areas. The deermouse 
apparently has an aversion for water and does not seem too adept at 
swimming. 
White-footed Mouse 
Peromyscus le u copus noveboracensis (Fisher) 
As far as actual numbers of individuals are concerned, . this is prob-
ably the most abundant mammal of northeastern Iowa. It is also the 
species which inhabits t h e great est number of associations. Records 
were obtained on 291 individuals. In addition to sight records of numer-
ous individuals i n the vicinity of camp sites in various wooded localities 
and about cottages in the Mississippi valley, specimens were collected 
in the following associations: semiaquatic, mud flat, willow-maple, 
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elm-ash, oak-hickory, linden-maple, upland thicket~ conifer, and rock 
slope. An immature albino female was trapped in the vicinity of the 
Lower Dam on June 30, 19 33. It was captured among the weeds at the 
edge of an oak-hickory woods adjacent to a cultivated field. 
Meadow Vole 
Microtus E: Eennsylvanicus {Ord) 
One hundred and ten specimens collected for the present survey and a 
series of 15 others, previously collected from known habitats, all have 
the cranial characters and the measurements of typical pennsylvanicus. 
This mouse was taken in such bottomland associations as the semiaquatic, 
mud flat, and willow-maple, which were ordinarily unaffected by high 
waters. It was not taken in the bottomland associations of the Mississippi 
valley nor towards the mouth of the Upper Iowa River where frequent 
flooding occurs throughout the year. The meadow mouse is also abundant 
in the upland associations. Here it favors the prairies and prairie ridges, 
but is present also about thickets and in open woods bordering prairie 
lands. In winter it frequents straw stacks and corn shocks on both up-
lands and bottomlands. Its runways are common in the snow of stubble 
fields. When exceptionally high flood waters inundate their lowland habi-
tat, they are observed to migrate out of the flooded area to higher land, 
and also to be adept at swimming and diving to escq.pe capture. 
Pine Vole 
Pitymus pinetorum scalopsoides {Audubon and Bachman) 
An immature male specimen was taken, and another similar individual 
was seen, in an oak-hickory association 6 miles southwest of New Albin. 
During the summer of 1939, seven pine mice were captured in an oak-
hickory association on an upland area about 12 miles west of Decorah. 
This latter group was trapped within a small area of a practically undis-
turbed woods, cattle not having been pastured there for a number of 
years. Although several other oak-hickory associations have been stud-
ied at various times from 1933 to 1939, it was only in the above men-
tioned localities that pine mice were observed in northeastern Iowa. 
Muskrat 
Onadatra z. zibethicus {Linnaeus) 
The species is common both in the Mississippi sloughs and in the 
smaller semiaquatic associations of the Upper Iowa valley. It ordinarily 
constructs huts in the Mississippi River valley, but in the Upper Io·wa 
valley, where tl~ere are generally no standing ponds with their charac-
teristic vegetation, the muskrat uses the river banks for its dens. Two 
adults and two immature individuals were observed swimming about in 
front of a bank den during August, 1934. One of the adults, a male, was 
captured. Another adult male was taken in September, 1933, in a sedge 
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meadow association in the Mississippi bottoms near New Albin. Although 
the muskrat is commonly trapped as a fur- bearer , the protection afforded 
by conservation laws and game refuges enables it to persist in undi-
minished numbers. 
Brown Rat 
Rattus norvegicus { Berkenhout) 
The only species of rat found in northeastern Iowa is this common one 
which evidently is restricted to edificarian habitats. No specimens nor 
records of rats in natural association were obtained. An adult female 
was trapped in a deserted log cabin near the mouth of Canoe Creek. Or-
dinarily, it was not spoken of as being a serious pest, except for one 
instance. This was in the vicinity of some bottomland farms in eastern 
Winneshiek County. The center of abundance and dispersal in this place 
was apparently a farm having several old rundown buildings and being 
operated by two "unambitious farmers." 
House Mouse 
Mus musculus domesticus Rutty 
Twenty-six individuals were trapped in locations that are within a mile 
or so from farm buildings, cultivated fields, or straw piles. The house 
mouse does not favor any particular association. It has been taken in 
bottomland sedge-meadows, mud flats, willow-maple, and elm-ash woods, 
in hillside oak-hickory and linden-maple woods, and on upland prairies 
and thicket borders. An adult male , which was trapped in a mowed hay-
field north of Waukon, has an unusually reddish tinge to its fur. 
Meadow Jumping Mouse 
Zapus ~· hudsonius {Zimmermann) 
Forty- seven specimens were collected for this survey. Ten of the 
individuals are from mud flat and willow-maple associations in the vi-
cinity of Decorah, · and the other 37 are from upland prairies, thickets, 
and oak-hickory associations about 12 miles northwest of Decorah. It 
favors the prairie grasses and thickets , only three were captured in the 
oak-hickory woods. The distribution and abundance of the jumping mouse 
seems to be sporadic in northeastern Iowa. 
Brush Wolf or Coyote 
According to the accounts of early settlers in northeastern Iowa , the 
coyote was once common. General accounts for the state as a whole, 
such as those of Allen {1870), Osborn {1890), and Van Hyning {1913), 
agree with this opinion. At present, only occasional coyotes are seen 
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in northeastern Iowa. Winneshiek County paid bounties for two adults 
and four cubs in 19 33 and for one adult in 19 37. 
Red Fox 
Vulpes fulva regalis Mer riam 
In 1937, Winneshiek County paid bounties on 796 foxes. The reds and 
grays were not listed separately in the bounty records. A farmer and 
his brother collected about ten foxes, some red and some gray, near the 
mouth of Canoe Creek in the winter of 1932 - 33. These records indicate 
that foxes are common in the region. Farmers and hunters of north-
eastern Iowa use trained dogs to run the animals down. Fox dens have 
been observed in protected rock heaps and under ledges in wooded areas. 
Several red foxes have been seen by the writer in the oak-hickory woods 
around Decorah. 
Gray Fox 
Urocyon cinereorgenteus ocythous Bangs 
The habits and .habitat of this species are apparently much like those 
of the red fox. Also, it seems to be relatively as abundant, judging from 
the combined record lists for the two species as listed in the notes on 
red fox. 
Raccoon 
Procyon lotor hirtus Nelson and Goldman 
A young male was captured on August 24, 19 34, in the weedy mud flats 
of the Mississippi bottomlands near New Albin. In February, 19 39, a 
raccoon was seen sleeping on a squirrel nest in a hickory tree in an up-
land oak-hickory association a few miles north of Decorah. Numerous 
signs of raccoon activity occurred in bottomlands throughout the region. 
Residents living near the mouth of Canoe Creek state that raccoons are 
so common that they rummage about farm yards and buildings during the 
night. 
Long-tailed Weasel 
Mustela frenata spadix {Bangs) 
An adult male was taken during March , 1930, in a willow-maple asso-
ciation near the Upper Iowa River west of Decorah. Another specimen, 
collected by R. W. Allen on February 19, 1937, a few miles north of 
Ossian, is in the University of Michigan Collection. Both of these "Peci-
mens have white winter pelage, black tail tips, and yellowish ti •. , ..:i 
rumps. Hall (1936) lists the Ossian specimen as being spadix and ti.,-. 
other specimen agrees with it closely in pelage and skull characteristics. 
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Mink 
Mustela vison letifera Hollister 
Their tracks and scats were seen on mud banks of streams and in 
marshy areas of the river valleys. Farmers and trappers also report 
their occurrence along the rive rs of the region. 
Badger 
Taxidea !.: taxus (Schreber) 
Two males were observed; one that had been killed on an upland high-
way a few miles north of Decorah in early May, 19 37, and another that 
was killed in a garden in Decorah in July, 1944. Residents report bad-
gers occasionally. In 1933 a farmer living near the mouth of Canoe 
Creek stated that a couple of badgers had been caught recently, but that 
the species had not been seen previously in the vicinity. 
Prairie Spotted Skunk 
Spilogale interrupta (Rafinesque) 
One specimen was taken in a lowland field in the winter of 1946-47. It 
has been reliably reported from counties immediately south and south-
west by Scott (1937, 62). 
Striped Skunk 
Mephitis mephitis avia Bangs 
A fully grown male was taken in a pile of cordwood located in an oak-
hickory association near the Lower Dam in the Upper Iowa valley . A 
young skunk was taken in a sedge meadow association on the New Albin 
bottomlands in August 19 34, and another was shot on the prairi e near 
Riceville in November 1946. The striped skunk is by no means rare in 
northeastern Iowa. It is occasionally seen about farms and on highways. 
Skunk signs are generally common in wooded areas. This is probably an 
area of intergradation between M. m. avia and M. m. hudsonica, a more 
northern subspecies. - -
River Otter 
Lutra _£· canadensis (Schreber) 
As late as 1913, the otter was reliably reported from the Cedar River 
by Van Hyning (1913). Since that time individuals have been reported 
occasionally from other rivers of eastern Iowa and the Upper Mississippi 
valley in general. 
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White-tailed Deer 
Odocoileus virginianus (Zimmermann) 
Although once extirpated in this part of Iowa, the white-tailed deer 
repopulated the area during the 19 40' s and 19 50 1 s and is now a common 
mammal. 
HYPOTHETICAL LIST OF MAMMALS 
Besides the mammals which probably occur in the region, but which 
were neither collected by the author nor reliably reported by others, this 
list includes species which have been extirpated from this part of the ir 
range since the time of the early white settlers . Mammals which have 
been incorrectly listed as occurring in northeastern Iowa are also in-
cluded in this list. 
Pigmy Shrew 
Microsorex ~ (Baird) 
The only known specimen for the entire state is one reported by Scott 
( 19 37, 54) from Cerro Gordo County. On the basis of specimens from 
Minnesota and Wisconsin, it seems evident that northeastern Iowa should 
be included in its range in accordance with Jackson's distribution map 
(1928, 202). 
Least Shrew 
Cryptotis parva (Say) 
No specimens are on record from this region. However, Scott ( 19 37, 
55) lists specimens from central and southeastern Iowa and Swanson 
(1945, 58) records it for southeastern Minnesota. It may be expected to 
occur in northeastern Iowa. 
Keen Bat 
Myotis keenii septentrionalis ( Troue s sart) 
Iowa is included within the range of this bat, according to Miller and 
Allen, but no data are available on the species. It has been reported for 
the Minnesota counties immediately to the north (Swanson, 1945, 60). 
Silver-haired Bat 
lasionycteris noctivagans (Le Conte) 
There are no records of this species for northeastern Iowa. Scott 
(1937, 57) states that, to his knowledge, there are no authentic specimens 
listed for the state in general. 
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Georgian Bat 
Pipistrellus ~· subflavu s (F. Guvier) 
Although it has been included in earlier lists (Allen, 1870), there are 
no authentic records for the entire state of Iowa. It may possibly range 
into eastern Iowa. 
Hoary Bat 
Lasiurus cinereus (Palisot de Beauvois) 
No specimens of t his species were obtained in northeastern Iowa. 
R uthven and Wood (1912, 205) r epo rted t he hoary bat in northwestern 
Iowa, and Scott (1 9 37, 58) reported its occurrence in west central Iowa. 
Evening Bat 
Nycticeius h umerali s (Rafinesque) 
Except for ment~on of it in Allen 1 s list{l870) and Osborn 1 s list(1890), 
there is no evidenc!=! for its occurrence in Iowa . 
Snowshoe Hare 
Lepus americanus phaeonotus J. S. Allen 
There are no records of the species in this area and the occurrence 
of the snowshoe hare elsewhere in Iowa is considered doubtful. Scott 
(1937, 94) is of the opinion that previ ous identifications of this hare in 
the state are not authoritative and he places it in his list of "misinter-
pretations . 11 
Red Squirrel 
Tamiasc;iurus hudsonicus minnesota (J. A . Allen) 
Scott (1937, 70) states that "the range of the red squirrel is undeter-
mined for Iowa, but is probably over the northern half of the state and 
that it is of local agundance , increasing in numbers towards the extreme 
northeast. " How ever, no specimens , sight records, or reliable reports 
of the red squirrel were obtained in this survey of northeastern Iow a. 
Dusky Pocket Mouse 
Perognathus flavescens perniger Osgood 
Fichter (1939, 378) reports the occurrence of this species in Dela-
ware County which is about fifty miles south of the area studied and 
which has much th~ same type of topography and vegetation. Also, since 
the species has been recorded northwestward in Minnesota, it seems 
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likely that the dusky pocket mouse may be present as a rare mammal in 
northeastern Iowa. 
Prairie Harvest Mouse 
Reithrodontomys megalotis (Baird) 
No specimens nor records are at hand for the northeastern part of 
Iowa, but specimens are on record from south central and southwestern 
parts of the state. In addition, Scott (1937, 74) lists the specimens from 
Homer, Minnesota, on the Mississippi to the north, and from Muscatine 
County, Iowa on the Mississippi to the south. Hanson (1944) lists speci-
mens. from Hokah, Minnesota about 15 miles north of Allamakee County, 
Iowa. 
Prairie Meadow Vole 
Pedomys ochrogaster (Wagner) 
The 125 specimens of ·meadow voles collected during the course of 
the present survey were taken in moist lowland and upland prairie asso-
ciations, the latter habitat being considered the one which ochrogaster 
is said to prefer. However, no specimen had the measurements or the 
cranial characteristics of ochrogaster. From the records at hand, it is 
apparent that the meadow mice of northeastern Iowa are Microtus penn-
sylvanicus. ~toner (1918, 91) states that he has received specimens of 
ochrogaster . from Waukon, Allamakee County , but he gives no further 
informatio·n to substantiate his identification. 
Porcupine 
Erethizon dorsatum dorsatum (Linnaeus) 
Before the time of settlement the porcupine occurred here, and there 
are reports of individuals having been found recently. Van Hyning(l913, 
.311) gives a r .eport of a porcupine in Allamakee County as late as 1908. 
However, it is believed that these recent reports must apply to acciden-
tal cases such as escaped pets. 
Black Bear 
Euarctos a. americanus Pallas 
The bear once occurred in the wooded portions of northeastern Iowa, 
but is no longer to be found h~re. Osborn (1890, 184) stated that by 1870 
it was no longer "common" in Iowa·, but made no statement as to its 
prev~ous abundance in the state. 
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Marten 
Marte s~· americ.ana (Turton) 
If this animal once occurred in Iow a, it was a straggler from the 
north and northeast. Godding (188 3) and Osborn (1890; 1892) list it for 
Iowa , but present no actual evidence for their records. 
Fisher 
Martes pennanti (Erxleben) 
As in the case of the mart en , if fishers occurred anywhere in Iowa, 
it w ould have been i n thi s secti on , but no actual specimens have been 
listed from no rtheastern Iowa. Van Hyning ( 191 3) quotes from a publi-
cation in Algona in north central Iowa that " ... some £i sher s run wild in 
the timber." 
Wolverine 
G u lo l uscus (Linnaeus) 
This is another carnivore that may possibly have entered northeastern 
Iowa in time·s earlier than the period of settlement by the white man. 
There are no records of specimens from this section of the state nor 
from the state of Iowa in general at the time of this study, except for the 
unverified reports of Godding (1883) and Osborn (1890; 1892). 
Couger 
Felis concolor Kerr 
The species is focluded in all the early lists of Iowa mammals and 
very likely once did occur here, but is now extirpated throughout the 
state . 
Lynx 
Lynx ~· canadensis Kerr 
Since the time of the early settle rs, this animal has been absent from 
northeastern Iowa . The only record for eastern Iowa is one, con s idered 
doubtful byScott(l937), from Mus~atine on the Mississippi River inl906. 
Bobcat 
Lynx E: rufus (Sch re ber) 
The status of this species is undoubtedly the same as that of the Can-
ada lynx. Once it probably was a straggler from the north along the 
Mis s issippi bluffs. 
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Elk 
Cervus ~· canadensis (Erxleben) 
The elk formerly ranged south of this part of Iowa, but it no longer is 
present. 
Bison 
Bison~· bison (Linnaeus) 
According to a map prepared by Pammel ( 19 30) , remains of bison 
have been found in the . county south of Allamakee. It is probable that in 
former times bison roamed through parts of Winneshiek and Allamakee 
Counties. 
ECOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS 
The term "association'.' as here i n used denotes a distinct assemblage 
of plants and animals existing t ogether in a state of equilibrium (Dice 
and Blossom, 19 37). To relate mammals to conspicuous plant as socia-
tions, a general analysis was made of distinctive plant association and 
mammal data were related to the floral groups. The major plant asso-
ciations and the . species which form them are listed in Table 1. Mam-
mals trapped or identified in these associations are listed in Table 2. 
This table demonstrates the restricted ecological distribution of · espe-
cially aquatic mammals such as beaver, muskrats, mink and otter. 
Prairie species such as the white-tailed jackrabbit, the badger, and 
Franklin's ground squirrel also were quite restricted. In general, how-
ever, upland plant associations are characterized by a greater number 
and variety of species. Adaptable sp.ecie s , such as the white-footed 
mouse, meadow mouse, cottontail, short-tailed shrew, house mouse, 
and raccoon spend at least some t ime in nearly all plant associations. 
Further intensive collecting would undoubtedly clarify additional plant 
association-mammal relationships. 
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C. lanuginosa, C. vulpinoidea, C. stipata , 
Spartina pectinata 
Mud-flat Association 
Polygonum lapathifolium, ~· pen:sylvani.Ca ~· punctaturn.. 
Rumex crispus, R. verticillatus, ~· altissimus 









Salix interior, _§. cordata 
Populus balsamifera 
Willow-Maple Association 
Salix interior, ~· cordata , _§. amygdaloides, ~· alba, S. nigra 
Acer saccharinum, -!!!· negundo 
Populus deltoides 





Impatiens biflora, I. pallida 
Echinocystis lobata 
Phlox di varicata 
Hydrophyllum 
Elm-Ash Association 
Ulmus americana, U. fulva, Q· 
Fraxinus lanceolata, ~· nigra 
Xanthoxylum americanum 





Sambucus pubens, S. canadensis 
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Table 1. (cont.) 
Ranunculus abortivus, R. septentrionalis 










Acer sac cha rum 
Ulmus americana 
Juglans cinerea 























Trillium nivale, 'I: decliriatum 
Erythronium albidum 
Uvularia pe rfoliata, .!::! . grandiflora 
Carex albursina, £· blanda · 
Viola eriocarpa, y. sororia 
Impatiens biflora, !_: pallida 
Eupatorium urti_caefolium 
Prenanthe s alba 
Solidago latifolia 
Adiantum pedatum 









Cype rus spp. 
Rock-slope Association 
Juniperus virg1n1ana, J. communis 
Ribes cynosbati 
Amelanchier canadensis 
Physocarpus opµlifolius _ 
Conifer Association 
Pinus strobus Abie s balsamea 
--- ----
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Table I. {cont.) 
Oak-Hickory Association 






Prunus nigra, P. americana 
Ribes missouriensi s 























Wet Sites - Woody Plants 
Carya o:vata 
Quercus alba, Q. velutina 
g. borealis 






Parthenocis sus quinquefolia 
Herbaceous Plants - in addition to those listed 
in wet sites 
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Ceanothus a mericanus 
Amorpha canescens 




--- ----Comandra umbellata 
Ascelpias verticillata 
Juniperus communis 
Amorpha cane scens 
Ceanothus americana 
Cassia fas ciculata 
Andropogon scoparius 
Bouteloua curtipendula 








Gentiana flavida, G. puberula, 
G. andrewsii 
Typha latifolia 









Salix discolor, ~· amygdaloides, 
S. cordata, ~· tristis, 
~· petiolaris, ~· humilis 
Acer negundQ 
Quercus macrocarpa 
P op ulus tremuloide s 












Table 2. Mammals recorded by plant associations. 
PLANT 
(Legend: Hvdric 
S = sign (tracks, droppings, etc.) u ~ Q) 
R = reported by reliable observer ..... 0 M .µ "Cl 0.. ro ro ro E = sight record ~ Q) ~ O"' ~ ~ ..s:: +=numerous 
-ct: I C/l 
I ~ ~ -ct: 
- =few or rare ) 
·g Q) ~ I 00 "Cl s "Cl ~ Q) Q) ~ ~ ~ MAMMALS (/) (/) 
Procyon lotor s 1 2 s s 
Mustela vison s 
Lutra canadensis 2 
Peromyscus leucopus 3 69 104 24 
Microtus pennsylvanicus 4 39 16 3 
Ondatra zibethicus 4 
Castor canadensis R 
Sorex cinereus 4 
Mustela frenata R 
Mephitis rnephitis 1 
Spilo gala inter rupta 
Sciurus niger E 
Sylvilagus floridanus s s s s 
Peromyscus maniculatus 3 43 
Scalopus aquaticus s s s s 
Blarina brevicauda 2 4 4 
---Geomys bursarius 4 
Mus musculus 8 6 
ASSOCIATIONS 
Mesic 
Q) Q) u P. ro >-
ro !-< Q) !-< 
~ !-< 0.. 0 Q) 0 ~ I E-l U) !-< u s:: Q) ~ Q) !-< ~ 'H "Cl Q) 
·a s:: > u ~ j ~ 0 0 ro ~ u 0 
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Table 2. (continued) 
(.) s: Q) Q) Q) Q) .~ (.) 
..... 0 P. ~ ro >- bl) ,... .µ "O p. "O ·;;; ro ro ro ro ,... Q) ,... ..... i:: ~ Q) 
.µ ~ ~ ,... p. 0 ~ ,... ro o" ..c: Q) 0 ~ P-t 
-ci:: ~ ro I f/l I E-! ti) (.) ·~ ~ ,... . ~ .µ I ~ s: -ci:: i:: Q) ~ "O Q) Q) 0 Q) ,... ~ ,... i:: ~ (.) 
·s bl) I "O ~ ..... "O ~ s Q) .8 l ·;;; ro (.) "O ~ i:: > (.) ~ ~ ~ :E ;o Q) Q) ~ ~ ~ ~ ..... 0 0 ro ,... p. (/) (/) µ:i ~ ~ u 0 P-t ::J E-! µ:i 
Zapus hudsonius 7 4 3 19 18 (/) 
Didelphis marsupialis 1 R ::r: M 
Lasiurus borealis ::0 
Marmota monax 4 s 2 s ~ ~ 
Tamias striatus E 10 15 z 
Sciurus carolinensis 2 2 4 ?> 
Glaucomys volans R ::r: 0 
Citellus tridecemlineatus + 2 8 (/) t"' 
Vulpe s fulva R E M 
Urocyon cinereoargenteus R E t-:3 t-:3 
Canis latrans R 
--- ----P itymys pinetorum 7 
Taxidea taxus 
Citellus franklini R 
Lepus townsendii 2 
Myotis lucifugus 3 
Epte sic us fuse us 3 
Rattus norvegicus R 
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PRODUCTIVITY AND TURNOVER RELATIONSHIPS 
IN NATIVE TALLGRASS PRAIRlE 1 
Melvin R. Koelling 2 and C. L. Kucera 
Department of Bota_ny 
University of Missouri 
ABSTRACT. Productivity and litter breakdown were ana-
lyzed for two prairie sites in Missouri and one in nor-
thern Iowa. Annual production was greatest at the 
southernmost station in Missouri and lowest at the 
northern Iowa station. Conversely, litter accumula-
tion was greatest in Iowa and least in southwest Mix-
souri. Longer growing seasons and more rainfall are 
apparent factors in greater productivity in southern 
and central Missouri, in contrast to approximately 2 
months shorter growing season and about 30% less an-
nual rainfall in northern Iowa. Climatic variations 
also were important influences in organic turnover. 
Estimates of time required to reach litter equilibrium 
were 7. 8, 8. 8, and 10. 6 years for southwest Missouri, 
central Missouri and northern Iowa respectively. This 
g e· o g r a p h i c t r e n d s u g g e s ti s c 1 i m a t e a s a s i g n i £ i c a n t f a c -
tor in the development of varying ecosystem relation-
ships within the tallgrass prairie region. 
INTRODUCTION 
In stable ecosystems, productivity and breakdown of the plant biomass 
are in a state of equilibrium. Annual losses through natural decay pro-
cesses are balanced by seasonal increments of vegetal dry matter. Pri-
mary productivity has been studied in recent years for several examples 
of terrestrial ecosystems {Bray et al., 1959; Jenny et al., 1949; Odum, 
1960; Ovington et al., 1963; Pea;-sall and Gorham, 19°57;Penfound, 1956; 
Whittaker, 1961; a-;d Wiegert and Evans, 1964). Most of these studies 
have dealt with cover types in forest climates or with abandoned cropland 
and old field succession. Less has been done with unbroken grass l and 
ecosystems, particularly with studies involving the cyclic processes of 
growth and decay. In the present study, productivity and breakdown 
characteristics of three tallgrass prairie sites were investigated and 
compared. 
1 This study was supported by funds from NSF G-16156. 
2 Currently located at the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, Bur-
lington, Vermont. 
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREAS 
The sites for making comparative analyses were. located in south-
western Missouri, central Missouri, and northeastern Iowa. These are 
known as the Taberville, Tucker, and Hayden3 prairies respectively. 
None of the tracts has been broken by the plow. All are characterized 
by a representative prairie flora of which the bluestem grasses, Andro-
~ gerardi and!::· scoparius provide the dominant cover. The Tucker 
prairie lies nearer to developed forest than the other two sites and is 
thus more vulnerable to tree invasion, particularly by American elm, 
Ulmus americana.. Smooth and winged sumac, Rhus glabra and~· copa:l-
lina, occur to a limited extent in the Tabe rville tract. In the northern 
Iowa prairie quaking aspen, Populus tremuloides, is the principal woody 
species. The Taberville prairie occurs on rolling terrain with accom-
panying well-drained soils. It is situated south of the Missouri R iver 
and is the only unglaciated site. The Tucker prairie in central Missouri 
lies at the southern limits of Kansan glaciation on prairie outliers north 
of the Missouri River. Its flat topography is characterized by a slowly 
permeable subsoil. The Hayden prairie occurs on the northern border of 
the prairie peninsular region, approximately 400 miles due north of the 
central Missouri study area. Its topography is gently undulating with an 
incipient drainage pattern. Permeability characteristics of the soil pro-
file are intermediate between the two Missouri stations. Climatic data 
for the three study areas are summarized as followi?: 
Location Av. No. Days in Av. Temp. Av. Precip. 
growing season {o F} {in.} 
s.w. Missouri 188 56.7 37.4 
Central Missouri 189 55.0 39. 3 
N.E. Iowa 127 42.6 29.2 
With a shorter growing season and lower average temperatures, and less 
rainfall, more continental conditions are indicated for the Iowa station 
on the northern edge of the forest-prairie transition. 
METHODS 
Productivity measurements were made on a monthly basis throughout 
the 19 61 and 19 62 growing seasons in the Missouri prairies, and during 
the 1962 growing season in the Iowa prairie. Samples of the standing 
crop we_re collected from triplicate 1/4 m 2 plots. For each sampling 
date, the total vegetation was removed from the plot by clipping approxi-
mately I inch above ground level and oven-drying at 75° C for 48 hours. 
3 Appreciation is expressed to the Iowa Conservation Commission, and 
especially to Dr. J.M. Aikman of Iowa State University, for the oppor-
tunity to make observations at the Hayden prairie, and the Missouri 
Conservation Commission for cooperation at the Taberville site. 
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An average weight expressed as grams per mZ was determined. On each 
subsequent date, fresh plots within a relat ively homogeneous section of 
the prairie were sampled. The changes in dry weight between dates pro-
vided an estimate of dry matter accumulation and seasonal development 
for the three study areas. A final sampling was made after cessation of 
growth and used as a measure of total productivity for the growing period. 
Litter samples were also taken at the same time growth measurements 
were being made. Some question concerning the accuracy of productivity 
assessments based on measurements of the standing crop have been 
raised (Odum, 1960; Weigert and Evans, 1964). The problems of differ-
ential maturity of the component species and seasonal mortality within 
the sampling interval have been most frequently cited. In the current 
study, it was believed errors due to these sources were minimal. The 
homogeneity of the bulk of the standing vegetation contributed to uniform 
maturity and thus minimized the error. Furthermore, care was taken 
to distinguish dead plant parts synthesized during the current season 
from the litter fraction of preceding years, and to include the former _in 
the productivity determination. 
Photosynthetic efficiency values were computed for each prairie eco-
system. Maximum productivity data and the cumulative solar radiation 
values for the growing season at each station were employed in these 
determinations. Ratios between the caloric equivalent for dry matter 
and the solar radiation received per unit area of prairie were determined. 
A conversion factor "of 4000 gram calories per gram of plant matter 
produced was used. This value approximated data provided by Golley 
(1961). 
PRODUCTIVITY CHARACTERISTICS 
Annual production of dry matter was greater in Missouri prairies 
than in Iowa (Table 1). When productivity is placed on a per day basis 
for the respective growing seasons, however, the values were more 
nearly similar. This closer daily relationship in contrast to annual dif-
ferences was associated with the substantial decrease in the number of 
days in the growing season at the northeastern Iowa station. Calculations 
from data provided by Ehrenreich and Aikman ( 19 63) showed a daily pro-
ductivity of 2. 80 grams per square meter, which compares favorably 
with present data. Thus, the average daily increment during the season 
of active development does not appear to differ widely, only the total net 
accumulation of dry matter at the end of the year. The greater annual 
productivity of the Missouri prairies would appear to result from the 
extended growing season. Adaptation to seasonal differences is indicated, 
resulting in varying phenological patterns within each prairie community 
which are meshed to local climatic influences. The processes of growth 
and flowering necessary for perpetuation of a stable community are ac-
complished within shorter or longer lengths of time, and with different 
energy budgets of synthesized material. Data from Oklahoma prairie 
also are comparable to those from Iowa and Missouri, where Penfound 
(1956) obtained a daily productivity value of 3. 06 grams per square meter. 
These data from prairies in the Middle West fall well in the midrange of 
values for moist grasslands on a world-wide basis (Odum, 1959, p. 74). 
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Table 1. Productivity and decomposition characteristics, and equilib-
rium times for litter accumulation in three prairie study 
areas. 
s .w. Central N.E. 
Missouri Missouri Iowa 
Production: 
g/mz/yr 543.5 508.0 390. 0 
g/m2/day 2.84 2. 67 3.07 
efficiency(%) 0.23 0.21 0.24 
Litter (g/ m 2) 381. 6 470. 5 510.0 
Decay constant (k) 0. 587 0. 519 0.433 
99% equilibrium time (yrs) 7. 8 8. 8 10. 6 
Photosynthetic efficiency values based on the total growing period for 
the three prairies are similar (Table 1). Although greater productivity 
occurred in Missouri prairie, more solar radiation received tended to 
reduce these values. Calculations based on shorter periods from initial 
growth to selected dates showed some variation. This was demonstrated 
by a high value of 0. 39% on August l for the Iowa site with a rapid decline 
thereafter. Data for both Missouri prairies were lower but more con-
stant for a longer period, reflecting the extended season of growth. The 
maximum seasonal efficiency for both Missouri locations occurred in 
September. Comparison of the production efficiency of native prairies 
with other ecosystem types shows considerable variation. Bray et al. 
{1959) computed efficiency values for several Minnesota communitie; a-;;_d 
obtained values ranging from 0. 04% for annual foxtail grasses, Setaria 
spp., to 0. 53% for a hybrid cattail stand, Typha spp. For an unfertilized 
field of maize, the determination was approximately 40% less than for 
present prairie data. Intensive management and fertilization of artificial 
ecosystems as exemplified by croplands greatly increases production 
efFciencies, however, often surpassing those of most native types {Odum, 
£1>· cit.). 
DECOMPOSITION RELATIONSHIPS 
Litter accumulation expressed in grams per square meter was in-
versely related to productivity (Table 1). A north-south trend was ob-
served with the largest accumulation in the Iowa prairie and the least at 
the most southerly station in southwestern Missouri. Jenny !::_t ~· (1949} 
observed in dec·omposition studies of forest litters over a wide latitudinal 
range from the tropics to high Alpine that the relationship between annual 
increment and decay losses was a constant, and could be calculated as 
follows: 
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k = A / (A + L) 
where k = decay constant, 
A annual increment , and 
L = total litter a ccumulation. 
The r elative magnitude of the decay value served as an index of the de-
composition p otential of a given ecosystem. Where litter accumulation 
was slight compared to la r ge amounts of productivity, the k determina-
tion was relatively la rge and thus indicative of rapid breakdow n condi-
tions. Such situations may occur in certain tropical environments. With 
increasin g latitudes and lower temperatures, decreasin g k values would 
be obtained, as the amount of litter increase s relative to periodi c depo-
sition s of dry matt~r. Values for k b ased on production and litter ac-
cumulation for the three prairie areas indicated slight variations in 
climatic effects on decomposition of litte r. The slowest d eca y r ate was 
shown for n orthe r n Iow a, the most rapid for southwe stern Missouri. By 
compari son, k v alB-es calculat ed by J enny ~t ~I. (~. cit.) range d from 
0. 628 for broad-leaved rainforest in Columbia to 0. 009 for hi gh e levation 
lodgepole pine in California. The present s tudy although conducted on a 
smaller geog raphic scale, suggests similar trends. It is of intere st to 
note that a trend of decreasing decay potentials was found with soil depth 
at the central Missour i site (Dahlman, 1961). At low e r depths, both 
active roots and humus decre ased but at a differential rate to result in 
reduced k values . For the A 1 , A 2 , and B 2 ( claypan) horizons, the decay 
values were 0. 043, 0. 010, and 0. 008, respectively. None of these is 
compa r able in order of magnitude to the present determinations for litter 
at ground leve l. 
The t ime required for reaching a stable litter condition when growth 
and decay are in balance was calculate d for the three prairie ecosystems 
(Table 1). Since the decomposition constants we re shown to vary, the 
equilibrium time would also vary , according to the following equation: 
where Lt = amount of li tte r for any time prior to equilibrium; 
L e = a:rp_ount of equilibrium; 
k decomposition c onstant ; 
t ime in ye a rs fo r a steady state to be achieved, or any 
percentage thereof; 
e = natural logarithm. 
The time estimated for 99% e quilibrium was shortest for the most south-
erly location in Missouri and longest for the northern Iowa site. Lower 
values for Missouri prairies are indicative of more rapid breakdown of 
the plant biomass. Although productivity was greater in Missouri due to 
climatic influences, turnover of the plant product was also more rapid . 
The effect thus is a shorter cycle of mineralization and also less average 
litter accumulatioi:i. at any particular time. Equilibrium computations 
by Jenny ~t ~I. {£]?· cit.) varied from three years for rainforest to over 
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330 years for lodgepole pine in 
that the equilibrium relationship 
general is attained quite rapidly. 
greatly for the three prairies in 
was indicated in which climate is 
the temperate Alpine. .It would se em 
for the tallgras s prairie ecosystem in 
Although the time factor did not vary 
the . present study, a geographic trend 
an important factor. 
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ESTIMATION OF FIELD WORKING DAYS IN THE SPRING 
FROM METEOROLOGICAL DATA1 
R.H. Shaw2 
SUMMARY. Data recorded at the Agronomy Farm , Ames , 
Iowa , on th e nµmber of days in each week sat isf actory 
for field work were used to test two different proce-
d ures for predicting working days from meteorological 
data. On e procedure involved using a constant daily 
loss on drying days to predict drying conditions; the 
second used c loud cover as an add it ional factor. Dry-
ing days were estimated from temperature data. The 
soil moisture ~apacity in t he t op 6 inches and precipi-
tation we re otqer factors con si dered. The results for 
the th r e e p e r i 'o d s c on s i d e re d , 1 at e M a r ch , A p r i 1 , and 
May, showed a correla tio n between observed and pre -
diet ed number of working days per week near 0. 9. T he 
average numb~r of working days p er week (excluding 
Sunday) was 0 . 9 i n late March, 4. 2 in April, and 4. 8 
in May. 
One of the important factors in producing a crop is the timeliness of 
spring field operations. However, ·relatively few detailed records have 
been kept on field working conditions, which makes an e valuation of this 
f actor difficult. One source of information is provided by records kept 
on days available for field work since 19 32 at the old Agronomy Farm, 
Ames , Iowa. These records are a source of data which can be used to 
test various procedures for predicting field working days from meteoro-
logical data. Development of such a proce dure would make possible the 
estimation of working days on similar soils in other areas under diffe-rent 
weather conditions. Management factors which affect, or are affected 
by, the number of workin g days could be better evaluated. 
Recent w ork of Shaw ( 5) has shown that the same procedures can be 
used to estimate soil moisture loss for land in corn or meadow from 
November to ea rly or mid-April. After that data, different procedures 
are require d (3, 4). However, in the period being considered in this 
paper, most field operations would be c oncerned with a bare, or nearly 
bare, surface or the plowing of a cro p covered surface to create a bare 
surface. Since no distinction was made in the wo rking day data as to 
specific field operations , it was believed a single procedure could be 
used for this period. Additional information on the type of field operation 
should permit refinement of the procedure. 
1 Journal Paper No. J-4980 of the Iowa Agricultural and Home Economics 
Experiment Stati9n, Ames, Iowa. Project No. 1276. 
2 Professor of Agricultural Climatology, Agronomy Department, Iowa 
State University, Ames, Iowa. 
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Ideally, a procedure using some factor which gives a precise evalua-
tion of the drying power of the atmosphere would be desirable. A method 
such as that of Penman ( 1) would require data not readily available. 
Open-pan data (3) are also not available for the entire period considered 
here and, when available, are recorded at only a very few weather sta-
tions. For practical application, then, only temperature data or other 
readily available data can be used. 
This paper described a procedure for predicting working days, pri-
marily by using temperature data to predict drying conditions, but with 
some modifications to provide a more accurate day by day prediction of 
the soil surface condition. The weekly number of working days estimated 
by this procedure were compared with those recorded at the farm to pro-
vide a measure of the accuracy of the technique. 
METHODS 
Data used: 
Starting in 19 32, records have been kept at the Agronomy Farm, Ames, 
Iowa, on the number of days available in each week for field work, based 
on a six-day week (excluding Sunday). Because of the weekly grouping of 
these data, all comparisons were made on a standard climatological week 
basis, where week 1 is March 1-7, etc. The spring season was divided 
into three periods: March 15-28 for late March, March 29-May 2 for 
April, and May 3-May 30 for May. Weather records at the Agronomy 
Farm provided the necessary weather information. 
Frozen and thawed condition of the soil: 
The soil was considered frozen after (a) a m1n1mum air temperature 
of less than 20°F was recorded or, (b) both maximum .and minimum air 
temperatures were< 32°F for 2 consecutive days. The ground was con-
sidered frozen as long as any measurable snow was pre sent on the ground 
at the 7 p. m. observation for 2 or more consecutive days, regardless of 
the air temperature. 
The soil was considered frozen until certain air temperature condi-
tions occurred. Thawing of the soil occurred when (a) maximum and 
minimum air temperature > 32 ° F for 2 consecutive days or, (b) maximum 
air temperature> 70°F, or, (c) maximum air temperature> 60°F, mini-
mum air tempercrture > 32°F or, (d) maximum and minimum air temper-
ature both 32°F and 0. 5 inch or more of rain fell or, (e) 0. 5 inch or 
more rain fell when air temperature .::_ sou F. If time of rainfall is not 
available, the latter condition cannot be used. The day on which one of 
these conditions occurred was considered as thawed. 
The freezing-thawing process could be repeated several times during 
the spring season being considered here. 
Soil moisture characteristics: 
The only layer of soil considered in the computation of working days 
was the top 6 inches of soil. Data available (2) on Clarion-Webster soils 
indicate this layer will hold about 0. 9 inch of available water, except 
early in the season when the soils are cold. It was assumed this layer 
would hold an additional 0. 5 inch {making a total of 1. 4 inches) after 
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thawing until {a) a maximum air temperature > 70°F was recorded or 
{b) a maximum air· temperature > 65° F was recorded for 3 consecutive 
days or for 3 out of 4 days. When one of these conditions occurred, any 
excess water above 0. 9 inch percolated to deeper depths. 
Soil moisture on the date the soil thawed in the spring was started at 
1. 4 inches in the top 6inches, except for years when the 30-day period 
before thawing started with no snow cover and had less than 1 inch of 
precipitation. In these years, soil moisture was started at only 0. 5 
inches, when precipitation had been 0. 25 inches or less. Precipitation 
above this amount, up to an additional 0. 7 5 inch, was added to the start-
ing soil moisture unit for unit. 
The soil was assumed workable when the available soil moisture was 
0. 75 inch or less except if the minimum air temperature for the day was 
.:::_20°F, or both maximum and minimum air temperatures ,S_ 32°F, the 
soil was con side red frozen and unworkable if above 0. 4 inch moisture 
present. 
Precipitation and runoff: 
When the soil was frozen, precipitation amounts which fell were 
accumulated, and 25% of this total was assumed to enter the soil upon 
thawing. Any excess over the field capacity values previously discussed 
penetrated to deeper depths on the day of thawing. When the soil was 
thawed, runoff from each precipitation amount was computed by using an 
antecedent precipitation index and Figure 1. The antecedent precipitation 
index used was: 
Where Pi is the amount of precipitation that occurred i days prior to the 
day being considered, di is the corresponding number of days, and P 0 
term was used only when the precipitation was 1 inch or greater. This 
term was zero if the precipitation was less than 1 inch. On subsequent 
days P 0 / 2 was carried in the expression as Pi. The amount of rain which 
did not run off was added to the soil moisture, with excess over the field 
capacity moving to deeper depths. 
Evaporation: 
No evaporation was assumed to occur from the soil when it was frozen. 
When thawed, drying occurred on certain days defined as ' 1 ~1rying days." 
Conditions necessary for a drying day were: {a) minimum air tempera-
ture > 32°F, maximum air temperature > 50°F or, {b) maximum air 
temperature > 70° F, any minimum. Conditions which gave one-half a 
drying day w;re: {a) minimum air temperature= 32°F, maximum air 
temperature> 50°F or, {b) minimum air temperature 30 or 31°F, maxi-
mum air temperature.::::_ 60°F. 
Two different rate schedules were used for the evaporation loss on 
drying days. In the first method, hereafter referred to as the constant 
loss method, loss was assumed to · be a constant 0. 1 inch per drying day 
as long as any available moisture was present in the top 6 inches of soil, 
except for the first drying day after a rain of o. 5 inch or more, when the 
1 o s s was 0. 1 5 in ch. 
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Figure 1. Estimation of runoff (after Shaw, 3). 
The second approach, hereafter called the varying loss method, made 
a distinction among the different drying potentials for ·clear, partly cloudy 
and cloudy days. A clear sky (6) is defined as one which averages 0. 3 or 
less of the sky covered with clouds during the day. A partly cloudy day 
averages from 0. 4 to 0. 7 of the sky covered with cloui;ls, and a cloudy day 
averages 0. 8 or more of the sky covered with clouds. The evaporation 
amounts for each drying day are presented in Table 1. 
Special conditions after rain: 
After rain had fallen, it was necessary to define the conditions under 
which the soil could not be worked, even with soil moisture less than 
0.75 inch. 
Up to May 1, rain during the day of O. 20 inch or more stopped work 
for the rest of that day, regardless of other conditions. After May 1, it 
required O. 30 inch or more to stop work. 
With rain during the night, working conditions depended on the amount 
of rain and the level of soil moisture present. Where cloud cover was 
used in the procedure, if soil moisture was O. 0 to 0. 2 inch on the prior 
day, work could be conducted if: (a) clear and rain < 0. 50 inch, (b) partly 
cloudy and rain .S. O. 40 inch or (c) cloudy and rain~ 0. 30 inch. Where 
temperature alone was used, work could be conducted if rain .S. 0. 40 inch 
fell. If soil moisture was greater than 0. 20 inch on the prior day, work 
could be conducted if .S. 0. 30 inch rain fell during the night; or if, after 
the rain, soil moisture was between O. 50 and O. 7 5 inch, field work 
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Table 1. Evaporation in inches per day w ith different amounts of cloud 
cover. 
Sky Cove r 
Clear Partly Cloudy Cloudy 
a) All drying days, except 
as listed under b. 
Up to May 1 o. 12 0.08 0.05 
May 1 to June 1 o. 15 0. 10 0.05 
b) First1 drying day after rain. 
Up to May 1 o. 17 o. 13 0.05 
May 1 to June 0.20 o. 15 0.05 
1 If cloudy on first drying day after rain, these amounts can be lost on 
second drying day. 
could b e conducted after O. 10 inch or 1 day drying had occurred, which-
ever was shorter. When rain brought the soil moisture to a level above 
0. 7.5 inch, a working day occurred when the soil had dried to 0. 75 inch. 
Small precipitation amounts for consecutive days were cumulated, and 
the above rules were applied. An example of computations for the con-
stant loss method is given in Table 2. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In considering working days as recorded at the Agronomy Farm, the 
soil types present become an important factor. To be a working day, 
presumably it was not necessary that all areas be workable, but only 
part of the area. For example, in the Clarion-Webster soil association, 
the Clarion areas could be dried down enough to permit field work, but 
the Webster areas could still be much too wet. It must be assumed that 
the field operations at the Agronomy Farm are typical of farming opera-
tions for any specified time of the year, in order that the data have gen-
eral application. With the large amount of small plot work conducted at 
an experimental farm, this assumption may not be true ,for a specified 
farm operation. These limitations should be remembered in examining 
the results. 
March: 
When temperature data were used with no consideration of cloud 
cover, the correlation between the observed and predicted number of 
working days was 0. 86. When cloud cover was used, the correlation 
increased slightly to O. 88. The linear regressions were the same for 
both procedures where 
Y = 0. 0 7 + 0. 9 4X. 
Y is the estimated number of working days and X the observed number 
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Soil moisture not e ntere d until thaw occurs. 
Thawed, so soil moisture started at 1. 4" . 
Also a drying day so 0. 1 evaporation l oss 
(1. 4 - 0 .1 = 1. 3). 
Excess soil moisture move s out of surface 
be cause of max. tempe rature above 70 °F . 
No S oi l r efrozen be cause minimum 20°F. 
No 
Yes(±) Soil thawed and a drying day. Considered 
as± a working day . No precipitation wh i l e 
frozen. 








Although soil moisture < 0. 75", rain 0. 20" 
during day (before May 1) , stops work. If 
rain.,had fa llen du.ring night, .·work could ., 
have been conducted . Not a drying day. 
Loss is 0. 1 5" first drying day after rain. 
Not a drying day, but still a working day, 
since moisture < 0. 7 5". 
Rain during night. Rain brought soil 
moisture up to 0. 9 (excess percolated to 
deeper depths) . Not a drying day. 
Soil moisture reached 0. 75" at end of day 
so not a working day . First day after rain, 
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• 
LATE MARCH 
• • • 
o...,._,._._~ ...... '--~~---~~~-'-~~~--L~~~~L--~~~.J.._~~--J 
I 2 3 4 5 6 
OBSERVED NUMBER OF WORKING DAYS PER WEEK 
Figure 2. Comparison of observed and predicted number of working 
days for late March. 
of working days per week. The mean number of observed working day_s 
per week was 0. 86; the predicted number was 0. 88 for the constant loss 
temperature procedure and was 0. 86 when cloud cover was considered. 
As can be seen from Figure 2, where the results of the constant loss 
method are shown, there is a high frequency of weeks with no working 
days. 
In use, this regression equation would be used as a calibration curve 
to predict. an X value from a Y value. The working day value, Y, obtained 
by the prediction technique would be used to obtain a calibrated, or ad-
justed, X value from the regression equation. 
April: 
The correlation between observed and predicted number of working 
days was 0. 88 for the constant loss procedure and 0. 87 for the varying 
loss procedure. The linear regressions were almost identical; 
Y {constant loss) -0. 49 + 1. 04X 
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I 2 3 4 5 6 
OBSERVED NUMBER OF WORKING DAYS PER WEEK 
Comparison of observed and predicted number of working 
days for April. 
The relationship between observed and predicted number of working days 
for the constant loss procedure is shown in Figure 3. The average ob-
served number of working days per week was 4. 2; the average predicted 
number of working days was 3. 8 for both methods. Half of the mean 
difference between observed and predicted working days was due to only 
8 separate weeks during the period March 29-April 4, and 4 additional 
weeks accounted for another fourth of the difference. These 12 weeks, 
of a total of 135 weeks, accounted for three-fourths of the difference, 
and nearly all these days were those with soil moisture only slightly 
above what was defined as workable. Possibly the soil was being worked 
when too wet. Two factors which appear to help explain these particular· 
weeks should be noted. A number of the weeks in which the estimated 
number of working days were under those observed, followed periods of 
bad weather. The necessity for getting work done, no doubt, was affect-
ing the number of working days. The other factor to be considered w as 
the effect of Aprill; i.e., does this date imply that certain work should 
be done, and that special efforts were made to get into the field? 
6 
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Figure 4. Comparison of observed and predicted number of working 
day·s for May. 
May: 
The correlation between observed and predicted number of working 
days was O. 88 for the constant loss procedure and O. 9 3 for the varying 
loss procedure. The linear regressions were: 
Y (constant loss) 0. 58 + 0. 88X 
and Y (varying loss) 0. 82 + 0. 83X 
The average observed and predicted number of working days per week 
was 4. 8. The relationship for the constant loss procedure is shown in 
Figure 4. It did not appear that inclusion of additional meteorological 
information would improv e these relationships. A breakdown of the type 
of field work to be conducted might help during certain periods. 
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COMBINING BIOIDGICAL DATA FROM EUROPEAN 
CORN BORER EXPERIMENTS OVER YEARS 1 
D. V. Sisson2 , T.A. Brindley3 , and T.A. Bancroft4 
ABSTRACT. Since most research workers are aware of 
the possible dangers involved in drawing broad con-
clusions from the results of individual experiments, 
combining techniques are often required. The pres-
ence of heterogeneous error mean squares complicates 
the problem. Data from European corn borer experi-
ments were used to illustrate the procedures for split-
split plot designs. Two different combining techniques 
were employed. The first was an unweighted means 
analysis, the second a weighted means analysis where 
the weighting was applied at each of the three stages 
of the split design. The weights utilized were recip-
rocals of the variances of the means involved. This 
eliminated heterogeneity of error mean squares by re-
ducing the error mean terms to unity, making the test 
involved xz tests rather than F tests. Both techniques 
yielded similar results, but the three-stage weighting 
procedure demonstrated the greatest u ti 1 i t-y. 
INTRODUCTION 
Most experiments are conducted with the projection of inferences 
from the experiment to some large reference population as the objective. 
Often these experiments considered separately represent only one limited 
set of conditions out of many making up the reference population. Con-
clusions based on a single experiment of this type could be very mis-
leading in another set of conditions. The position taken in this paper, is 
that corn borer research should be concerned with inferences based on 
combined investigations rather than isolated experiments. Accordingly, 
the objective of this study was to combine a number of similar split-split 
plot experiments which displayed heterogeneous error mean squares 
over time (years). 
l Accepted for publication 11/2/64. Journal Paper No. J-4977 of the 
Iowa Agricultural and Home Economics Experiment Station, Ames, 
Iowa. Project No. 1193. 
2 Formerly Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. Present address, Utah 
State University, Logan. 
3 Iowa State University of Science and Technology, and Entomology Re-
search Division, Agric. Res. Serv., U.S. D. A. 
4 Statistical Laboratory, Iowa State University of Science and Technology, 
Ames. ' 
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SOURCE OF DAT A 
The data utilized were taken from a North Central States regional 
project, NC-20, carried on from 19 53 to 19 57 in an attempt to evaluate 
the effects of hybrid resistance, date of planting, and weather conditions 
on the European corn borer. Each year a split-split plot experiment was 
conducted at each of three locations: Ankeny, Iowa; Waseca, Minnesota; 
and Wooster, Ohio. In general the design utilized six replications, two 
planting dates as the whole plot treatments, two single cross hybrids as 
the subplot treatments, and seven combinations of first and second brood 
borer population levels as the sub-subplot treatments. The actual ob-
servations were the numbers of cavities observed on each of ten plants 
per plot after a thorough dissection. Each year the data were analyzed 
separately for each state utilizing a transformation, ~. in order 
to more nearly approach the fulfillment of the assumptions associate d 
with the normal distribution. 
The appropriate fixed linear model, 
yijkl =fl+ ri + dj + {rd)ij + hk + {dh)jk + "Yijk + tl + {dt)jl 
+ {ht) kl + ( dht) jkl + £ ijkl ' 
was utilized for each year separately where fl is the overall mean; ri the 
effect of replicate i; dj the effect of planting date j; · hk the effect of hybrid 
k; t 1 the effect of treatment l; {dh)jk' {dt)jl• (hth1, and {dht)jkl are the 
various interaction effects; and (rd)ij• "Yijk• and e:ijkl are random error 
effects; each assumed normally distributed with homogeneous errors 
within each state and year. 
The actual individual analyses are presented in Tables 1-3. The 
sampling error arises from the fact that the analyses were computed on 
a per plant basis and ten plants were dissected in each plot. In all of the 
tables of this paper the presence of one and two asterisks refers to sig-
nificance at the O. 05 and 0. 01 probability levels respectively. Even 
though some of the experiments differed from the basic plan, adjustments 
were made to put them all in as uniform a condition as possible. 
Before combining the experiments it is important to have some knowl-
edge of the error mean squares of the individual analyses. The choice 
of the proper combining procedure depends largely upon whether or not 
these error mean squares can be considered homogeneous. Accordingly, 
the test for homogeneity of variance developed by Bartlett (1937) was 
applied separately within each state to each of the three error mean 
squares. 
These preliminary tests revealed that in most of the cases, hetero-
geneity prevailed from year to year and a simple pooling of the sums of 
squares and degrees of freedom would not give a satisfactory pooled 
estimate. 
The combining procedures were applied to the five year's data within 
each location. The means obtained after averaging over replicates and 
samples within plots were the elements upon which the combining was 
based. The model adopted was: 
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Yijkl = µ + ak + dj + (ad)ij + 8ij + hk + (dh)jk + (ah)ik + (adh)ijk 
+ '{ijk + t1 + (ht)kl + (dt)jl + (at)il + (aht) ikl + (dht)jkl 
+ (adt) ijl + (adht) ijkl + £ ijkl 
where the new components are ai or the effect of year i and its inter-
actions. The factor a has been assumed to be a random factor and the 
expected mean squares for the appropriate sources of variation from the 
combined analyses are presented in Table 4. 
COMBINING TECHNIQUES 
The first method of combining the data was the rather straightforward 
unweighted means analysis. The problem of obtaining the error mean 
squares was overcome by computing a type of average error mean square 
as proposed by Cochran and Cox (1957). The results for the three loca-
tions are presented in Table 5. Since the main effect mea,ns are gener-
ally of greatest interest, a multiple mean comparison test (Duncan, 1955) 
was applied at each location (Table 6) to the sub-subplot means. Since 
there were only two main plot and subplot treatments, these differences 
could be observed directly. 
The second method of c )mbining involved a weighted means analysis. 
The objective of this weighting procedure was to achieve homogeneous 
error mean squares. Since a split-split plot experiment requires in 
effect three separate and somewhat independent analyses, each as so-
ciated with its own error mean square, it seemed feasible that hetero-
geneity considerations for one set of mean squares could be considered 
independent from the other sets of error mean squares. It appeared that 
considering each stage of the split-split plot separately and weighting 
each stage with a function of its own particular error could produce a 
condition of homogeneity. 
This meant essentially that three separate analyses had to be com-
puted for each location., the first on the whole plot means, the second on 
the subplot means, and the third on the sub-subplot means. The weight-
ing coefficients utilized were the reciprocals of the sample estimates of 
variances of the means involved at the three different stages. The re-
sults of these weighted analyses are presented in Tables 6-8 where, for 
simplification, all three stages are combined in the same table. 
In accordance with the weighting procedure used, the respective error 
mean squares have the value unity except for .rounding errors. Also the 
test criteria will be xz - tests rather thanF-test for test that involve the 
error mean square in the denominator. The results of combining these 
weighted analyses are given in Table 9. The results of the two combin-
ing techniques were remarkably similar. Virtually the same conclusions 
would be reached using either technique. 
Table 1. Individual analyses for Iowa. ~ 0 
O' 
Source of 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 
variation d.f. M.S. d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. d. f . M.S. 
Reps 5 3.5865 4 1. 239 3 4 o. 3558 5 2. 1016 5 0. 5588 
Dates (I?) 87. 1255** 10. 9329* 1 70.7870** 1 0.7099 0. 2948 
Error (a) 5 0.6021 4 0.9364 4 0. 9 375 5 0.4570 5 1. 4746 
Hybrids (H) 36. 6363** 47. 2106** 43.8509** 105.825 3** 157. 1750** 
HD 1 1. 3707 1 2. 1011 1 3. 1862 1. 589 3 1. 2767 
Error (b) 10 1. 367 5 8 3.8028 8 o. 1585 10 1. 3211 10 1. 2268 
Treatments (T) 6 9 3. 7269** 6 78.7307** 6 93.5462** 6a 155.8846** 6a 131.5224** 
TH 6 0.5093 6 0.4166 6 2.9021** 6a 4.9236** 6a 1.6352** 
TD 6 6. 6378** 6 1. 5267* 6 6. 5084*'!< 6a 1. 9589** 6a 3.810 1** 
THD 6 0.4387 6 o. 8369 6 2. 1333** 6a 0. 8089 6a 1. 4513** 
Error 144 0. 6100 116 0.5546 116 0. 5616 140 o. 5869 140 0.4667 
Sampling error 1728 0. 3287 1440 0.2619 1440 0.3490 1728 0.2936 1728 0.2890 
Total 1919 1599 1599 1919 1919 
Standard error of a treatment mean 
0.0504 0.0527 0.0530 o. 0495 0.0441 
a 
The eighth treatme nt has been omitted to keep the analyses uniform. 
Table 2. Individual analyses for Minnesota. 
Source of 1953 1954 19 55 1956 19 57 
variation d. f. M.S. d.f. M.S. d. £. M.S. d. £. M.S. d. £. M.S . 
Reps 5 0.9943 5 2. 9664 4 1. 9984 5 2.1236 5 3. 6294 
Dates (D) 0. 134 7 2. 8198>!<>!< 1 0.0172 7.6280 l 0. 6814 
Er.ror (a) 5 0.10 86 5 o. 07 39 4 L-3117 5 2.5687 5 0 . 6721 
Hybrids (H) 26. 4563>!0 !< 96. 07 83>!<>!< 11. 0556 >!<>!< 68. 9553>!<>'~ 51. 1985** 
HD l 2. 3660 >!< o. 7995 1 0 .0 578 1 4.5435* l 1. 107 3 
Error ( b) 10 0. 5527 10 0.6113 8 0.0842 10 0.7683 10 0.5872 
Treatments (T) 6 18 . 635 7 >!0 !< 6 50. 80 39>!<>!< 6 21. 40 39 >!0 !< 6a 43 . 129 5>:<>:< 6a 61. 2627** 
TH 6 2. 2583>!0 !< 6 7. 6219*>1< 6 l. 2 41 4>!<>!< 6a 5. 3107>!<>!< 6a 7. 4442>!<>!< 
TD 6 0 . 2137 6 1. 379 6*"-< 6 1. 5150>!<>!< 6a 1.9232** 6a 0. 1936 
THD 6 0.2555 6 o. 6458 6 0. 57 62 6a o. 1029 6a 0.0265 
Error (c) 144 0.2479 144 o. 3607 116 0.2803 14 0 0.2773 140 0.4855 
Sampling error 1728 0. 1664 1728 0.2440 1440 0.2267 1728 0.2176 1728 o. 1729 
Total 1919 1919 1599 1919 1919 
Standard error of a treatment mean 
0.0321 0.0388 0.0374 0.0340 0.0450 
a The eighth treatment has been omitted to keep the analyses uniform. 
Table 3. Individual analyses for Ohio >J::. 0 
00 
Source of 1953 1954 1955a 1956 1957 
variation d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. d.f. M.S. d.f. M.S. d.f. M.S. 
Reps 5 1.9778 5 3.6446 5 o. 1162 5 0.8888 5 0.9285 
Dates (D) 1 73. 9662>!<>:< 1 0.0064 0.7638** 1 7.6419>!< 1 0. 1248 
Error (a) 5 1. 369 5 5 0.7865 5 0.0273 5 o. 9608 5 0.4453 
Hybrids (H) 68. 3852>!<* 38. 3579>!0 !< o. 1547 7 5. 2202*>!< .46. 8250>!<>!< 
HD 18. 2980>!0 !< 1 o. 1030 0. 5601* 3. 3676* 1 0. 3345 
Error {b) 10 0.2249 10 o. 7779 10 0.0956 10 o. 639 5 10 0.6596 
Treatments (T) 6 132. 3618>!<* 6 109. 8391>1<* 6 16. 3806>!<* 6b 103.8340** 6b 60.9434** 
TH 6 3 . 4713>!< >!< 6 4. 9 385>!<>!< 6 o. 1947 >!<>!< 6b 7.6718** 6b 1. 7391>!<>!< 
TD 6 7. 5834>i'<>!< 6 1. 1344>!<>!< 6 0. 1543>!< 6b 1. 7 204>!< 6b 1. 3571** 
THD 6 1.0566 6 o .. 6727 6 0.0206 6b o. 7937 6b 0.2917 
Error (c) 120 0.6678 144 0.4780 144 0.0585 140 0.8168 140 o. 3418 
Sampling error 1512 o. 3377 1728 o. 1986 1728 0.2128 1728 0.2082 
Total 1679 1919 1919 1919 1919 
Standard error of a treatment mean 
0.0528 0.0446 0. 0494 0.0583 o. 0377 
a Analysis made on basis of plot means rather than individual plants. 
b The eighth treatment has been omitted to keep the analyses uniform. 
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Table 4. Expected mean squares for the combined analyses. 
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Table 5. Combined unweighted means analyses for the three states. ~ ...... 
0 
Iowa Minnesota Ohio 
Source of variation d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. 
Years (Y) 4 11. 2408** 4 0.8590** 4 1. 2308>:< >:< 
Dates (D) 1. 4068 0.0019 o. 059 5 
DY 4 o. 2972>l<* 4 0.0423 4 0.3518>:<* 
Average error (a) 23 0. 0159 24 o. 0167 25 0.0120 
Hybrid (H) 5.2763* * 3. 1181** 2.9238** 
HD 1 0.0003 0.0026 o. 1190 
HY 4 o. 069 5 4 0.0904 4 o. 1160 >:< * 
HYD 4 0.0425 4 0.0303* 4 o. 0774** 
Average error {b) 46 0.0289 48 0.0087 50 0.0080 
Treatments (T) 6 9. 2602 >:< >:< 6 2. 9 689 >:<>:< 6 7. 4646>!<>:< 
TH 6 0.0856* * 6 o. 297 2*>!< 6 0. 1508* 
TD 6 0.0835 6 0.0409 * 6 0.0518 
TY 24 0.2960** 24 0.1117 *>:< 24 o. 5269 >:<* 
THY 24 o. 0218*>l< 24 0. 0184>:< >:< 24 0.0415** 
THD 6 o. 0181 6 0.0034 6 0.0244** 
TDY 24 0.0548 24 0.0134** 24 o. 0438 >'.<>J< 
THDY 24 0.0205* * 24 0.0055 24 0.0063 
Average error (c) 656 0.0100 684 0.0057 688 0.0079 
Standard error of 
a treatment mean o. 1217 o. 0747 o. 1623 
Table 6. Three-staged weighted analyses for Iowa. 
Source of Degrees of Mean Squares 
variation freedom 1953 1954a 1955 a 1956 1957 
Reps 5 5. 9 590>:< l. 3280 0.3803 4.6018 o. 3799 
Dates (D) 1 144. 9441** 11. 6911* 75. 3993>l<* l. 5705 o. 1954 
Error (a) 5 o. 9997 0.9943 0.9978 0.9924 1.0032 
Hybrids (H) 26.8352** 12. 4142>:<>:< 216. 661 u.o:' 80. 1049** 128. 1044** 
HD 1.0046 0.5678 20. 1021>:<>:< 1. 2030 1. 0407 
Error (b) 10 1.0007 0.9981 l. 0001 1.0000 1.0000 
Treatments (T) 6 150. 5160>:<>:< 142.9691>:0 :< 166. 0171>:'* 302.7451** 323.7903** 
TH 6 o. 59 39 0. 5498 5. 1389>:<>:< 7. 9948*>:< 3. 0986>:< 
TD 6 9. 32 63>:<>:< 3.4166** 10.9157 >:<>:< 3.0490* 4. 3791** 
THD 6 0.6191 l. 3176 4. 0566>:<>:< l. 159 8 3. 1006* 
Error (c) 120 0.8400 0.8657 1.0525 1.0861 l. 07 88 
a Only five reps, thus four degrees of freedom for reps and error (a), eight for error (b), and 96 for error (c). 
*"' ,__. 
N 
Table 7. Three- staged weighted analyses for Minnes ota. 
Degrees Mean Squares 
Source of of 
variation freedom 1953 19 54 1955a 1956 1957 
R e ps 5 9. 1655':< 40. 1304':'>:' 1. 5232 0.8266 5.4009* 
Dates (D) 1 1. 2414 38. 1465*>!' 0. 131 2. 9694 1. 0140 
Error (a) 5 1 . 0007 0.9992 0.9996 0.9999 1.0002 
Hybrids (H) 47. 8871>!0 !< 157.1690':" :' 131 . 3020>:<>:< 89 . 7494>:0 :< 87.1911>:<>:< 
HD 4.2750 1. 3079 0. 6870 5.9136>.~ 1.8858 
Error {b) 10 1.0002 1.0000 0.9998 1. 0000 1.0000 
Treatments (T) 6 7 1. 1 5 8 4* >:< 132. 2456':<* 7 5 . 9527 >:<>:< 175.2144** 1 34. 8 571>.~ >!< 
TH 6 8.2411** 19. 9036>:<~,< 4. 4276*'!< 17. 7807>:'* 1 3. 601 7 ':0 :< 
TD 6 0.78 4 1 3. 6820 5 . 3097 '!<* 7. 8502*':' 0 . 38 7 8 
THD 6 o. 9661 1. 4 155 1. 8615 0.4268 1. 3369 
Error (c) 120 1. 0562 1. 0 370 0. 999 9 1. 0101 1.0048 
a Only fi v e reps, thus four degrees of freedom for reps and e rror (a), eight for er ro r (9), and 96 for e rror (c). 
Table 8. Three- staged weighted analyses for Ohio. 
Degrees 
Source of of Mean Squares 
variation freedom 1953 1954 1955 19 56 1957 
Reps 5 1. 4445 4.6381 4.2632 0.9250 2.0844 
Dates (D) 54. 021 l>l<* 0.0081 28.0153** 7.9525* o. ·2802 
Error (a} 5 1.0002 1.0004 o. 9998 0.9998 0.9998 
Hybrids (H) 304. 0688 >:<>:< 49.3099** 1. 6182 117. 6228* >:< 70. 9897>l<* 
HD 81. 3604** 0. 1324 5. 8588>:< 5.2659* o. 5070 
Error (b} IO 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1. 0001 1.0000 
Treatments (T) 6 198. 2059>l<* 220. 2612>l<* 268. 7853>:<>:< 134. 0838* >:< 204.2648** 
TH 6 5. 1981** 11. 2624** 3. 2294** 8. 8402>:<>:< 5. 6977** 
TD 6 11.3558** 2. 37 24>.'< 2.6084* 2.4503* 4.0270** 
THD 6 1.5822 1. 3619 o. 3259 0.9021 0.9957 
Error ( c} 120 1. 000 I 0.9062 0. 99 38 0.9615 o. 99 38 
>I» 
Table 9. Combined weight e d analyses. 
,_. 
>I» 
Iowa Minnesota Ohio 
Source of variation d. £. M.S. d.f. M.S. d.f. M.S. 
Years (Y) 4 8 33. 7 388>:<>:< 4 533. 4230>:<>:< 4 141. 521 O>:o:< 
Blocks within Y 23 2. 8 136 24 12. 1851 25 2. 6710 
Dates (D) 1 92. 7 509 1 15.7402 4. 3972 
DY 4 35. 5494>:<>:< 4 7. 28 45 >:<>!< 4 21. 4700>:<>!< 
Pooled erro r (a) 23 1. 0070 24 1. 00 57 25 1. 0000 
Hybrids (H) 482. 1771 >:< 432. 37 60>!<>!< 491.1823>:<>!< 
HD 8.6671 0. 4383 37. 5406 
HY 4 6. 9 39 8>:0 :< 4 18. 9961>:<>:< 4 13. 10 68>:<>!< 
HDY 4 3. 317 2>:< 4 3. 4994>:< 4 13. 89 60>:<>'.< 
Poole d error (b) 46 1. 009 2 48 1. 0057 50 1.0000 
Treatments (T) 6 976 . 4661 >:<* 6 516. 8850>:<>:< 6 824. 8046>:<>!< 
TH 6 9 • 1 7 1 4>:< >:< 6 52. 6080>:<>!< 6 1 6. 7079 >:<>!< 
TD 6 9. 1407 6 8. 049 2>:< 6 6.8169 
TY 24 32.9924 24 19 . 9432>!<>.'< 24 50. 1991 >!<>!< 
THY 24 2.0926 24 3. 19 69>!<>!< 24 3. 9107 >:<>:< 
TDY 24 5. 40 1 8>:<>:< 24 2. 41 7 6>:<>:< 24 3. 999 2>:<>:< 
THD 6 1. 3845 6 o. 6607 6 2. 842 1>:<>!< 
THDY 24 2. 1754>:<>:< 24 1. 3081 24 o. 5814 
Pooled error ( c) 552 0.9978 576 1. 0291 600 o. 9711 
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INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS VERSUS COMBINED ANALYSES 
Research workers are aware of the fact that an experiment carried 
out one year may produce a set of results which are quite different from 
another year even though the same experiment was used. Tables 1- 3 
somewhat illustrate this point. Although certain effects responded 
similarly year after year, others varied considerably. Mean compari-
son tests applied to the seven treatment means each year also indicated 
that certain treatments responded differently from year to year. This 
points out the risk involved in projecting inferences over long periods of 
time when results are obtained from only one season. One of the major 
objectives of the NC-20 project is to obtain information on the behavior 
of the European corn borer in terms of long-range findings. This does 
not, however, detract from the value of each individual experiment. 
Their value is enhanced in that each individual analysis contributes in-
format ion on the particular set of environmental conditions prevailing 
during that year. This greatly f acilitates any long-range interpretation 
which one may eventually make. 
In order to broaden the scope of inference one must look at the com-
bined analyses. In this inve stigation (s ee Tables 5 and 9) it may be 
observed that differences due to years and most of the interactions in-
volving years were significant illustrating the point that widely differing 
results can be obtained by repeating the same experiment over different 
years. 
Under the assumptions of the c ombined analyses the error mean 
square for testing treatments was no longe r the average or pooled error 
(c) but the treatments by years interaction. This term had only 24 de-
grees of freedom and indicated a reduction in precision. The truth is, 
howe ver, that although there was a reduction in precision and possibly a 
larger mean square, the scope of the inferences has been broadened to 
make the over-all investigation much more valuable than the individual 
experiments previously were. It makes one a little more cautious in 
drawing conclusions and makes those drawn much more sound. 
The techniques outlined above could also be used for combining over 
locations. An analysis combined over states was not made in this 
investigation as it was not felt that the information provided would be 
needed. 
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ABSTRACT. From 19 56 through 19 62, 324 smallmouth bass 
were captured primarily in a 6. 5-mile section of the 
Des Moines River, an area of marginal habitat for this 
species. Most were taken with electrofishing gear. 
Clumps of rubble near the banks were preferred habitat 
for both adults and young. Summer movements of small-
mouth bass apparently do not exceed 2 miles, but great~ 
er movement may occur during periods of high water. 
The estimates of 21 bass per mile in 1960 and 11 bass 
per mile in 1961 were not significantly different. Adult 
bass moved out of the ri ver and spawned in Bluff Creek 
during mid-June, 1962. Water levels may be more im-
portant in initiating smallmouth spawning activities 
than temperature, since bass were found spawning at 
a water temperature of 80°F. Male and female bass 
apparently do not spawn until their third growing sea-
son. Female bass had from 4,964 to 15,203 ova. Fish, 
mostly cyprinids, and crayfish were the most important 
food items by volume. Slop es of the length-weight 
relationship did not vary significantly from year -to-
year, and weight increased as the 3. 0086 power of the 
length. Annual growth increment averaged 4. 7 inches 
in each of the first 2 years of life. Increment de-
creased each year thereafter. Gro wth of Des Moines 
River smallmouth bass was abov e the average reported 
in other parts of the country. Each year from 1954 
through 1961 produced at least some smallmouth bass. 
Correlation coefficients (r) between annual growth in-
crements of I, II, and III year old bass and average 
water level (May-Oct ober) were not significant. How-
· ever, the degree of association increased (r approached 
-1. 0) as the age of the fish decreased, suggesting that 
younger fish respond (in growth) more sensitively to 
changes in water level than do older fish. 
1 Journal Paper No. J-4982 of the Iowa Agricultural and Home Economics 
Experiment Station. Project No. 1373 of the Iowa Coop. Fish. Res. Unit, 
sponsored by the Iowa State Conservation Commiss ion and Iowa State Uni-
versity with the cooperation of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
{U.S.D.A.). 
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INTRODUCTION 
Relatively few life history studies have been made on the smallmouth 
bass, Micropte rus dolomieui Lacepede, in marginal habitat, such as the 
Des Moines River. Studies in marginal habitat permit observation of 
environmental factors operating at a critical level. The Des Moines 
River is on the western edge of the range of the smallmouth bass in Iowa. 
In most years, the smallmouth bass contributes little to the Des Moines 
River sport fishery, although it has been an important game fish at vari-
ous times in the past (Harrison, 19 51). 
METHODS OF STUDY 
Field collections were made by the author during June, 1961 to De-
cember, 1962, as a part of the Iowa Cooperative Fisheries Research Unit 
study of fish populations of the Des Moines River , Boone County. Scale 
samples and measurements taken during 1956, 1957, 1958, and 1960 by 
previous workers :were also used. From 1956 through 1961, the study 
area (Figure 1) consisted of 6. 5 miles of river bounded upstream and 
downstream by the Fraser and Boone lowhead dams, respectively. In 
1962, intensive study continued in the area described above, with moder-
ate sampling of Bluff Creek and occasional sampling of the remainder of 
the river in Boone County. 
Of 324 bass {including recaptures) taken during the five collection 
years, at least 275 (85%) were captured with electrofishing gear, using a 
portable, 230-volt AC generator to supply electric current. (The electric 
"shocker" is assumed to be selective for larger fish and larger fish are 
more easily seen when shocked.) Stunned fish were netted and placed in 
a tub of water until examination. Total length (the distance from the tip 
of the closed mouth to the tip of the caudal fin when compressed) was 
recorded to the nearest tenth of an inch. Individuals weighing less than 
500 grams were weighed to the nearest gram; those over 500 grams were 
weighed to the nearest ounce. Several scales were scraped from each 
fish in the body area near the tip of the left pectoral fin and at least two 
rows below the lateral line. Most bass were marked (except during 1956) 
with a numbered, clamp-type metal band fastened to the upper jaw or to 
the opercle and released in the immediate area of capture. No observed 
mortality resulted from the capturing and marking procedure. 
Impressions of scale features in plastic were made with a roller press 
{Smith, 1954). The impressions were magnified 44 times by a scale 
projector similar to that described by Van Oosten, Deason, and Jobes 
(1934). Of the 315 fish from which scales were collected, 308 {98%) 
could be aged. The scales of the remaining 7 fish w e re all regenerative. 
Scales taken from recaptured bass were not included in the. age and 
growth analysis. 
HABITAT 
The predominant sand bottom, turbid water, and sluggish current of 
the Des Moines River were in almost direct contrast to the preferred 
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Figure 1. Drainage map of Boone County, Iowa. Dotted lines i ndicate 
approximate boundaries of the thre e watersheds in the county. 
A. Beaver Creek watershed (this creek enters the Des Moines 
River near Des Moines, Iowa). 
B. Area drained directly by Des Moines River. 
C. Skunk River watershed (enters the Mississippi River in 
southeast Iowa). 
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young were almost always found over the small, · sparsely-scattered 
clumps of rubble (gravel, rocks , and outcroppings) near the river banks. 
Rubble areas n e ar the tailwaters of a riffle yielded bass more often than 
did similar rubble areas in a sluggish section of stream. Occasionally, 
bass were collected near trees with submerged roots, and over large 
g ravel bars near the river's edge. In Bluff Creek , during June-August, 
1962, smallmouths were found to inhabit pools. Other species gene rally 
sharing the s1nallmouth' s habitat preferences were: northern redhorse, 
Moxostoma macrolepidotum; northern hogsucker, Hypentelium nigricans; 
walleye, Stizostedion vitreum; and green sunfish, Lepomis cyanellus. 
MOVEMENTS AND POPULATION ESTIMATIONS 
In analyzing movement patterns, it is assumed that electrofishing and 
tagging do not affect the normal behavior of a smallmouth bass after its 
release. Meyer (19 62) felt that lowhead dams at each e n d of the Des 
Moines River study area were boundaries for fish movement, except 
during periods of high water. S ince the elect ric shocker was selective 
for larger bass, tagging was limited to individuals 6 inches or greater 
in total length. 
Table 1. Total number of smallmouth bass marked and reca ptured, with 
direction of movement. 
1957 19 58 19 60 19 61 1962 
Total number marked 9 9 9 30 60 
Number of recaptures 0 0 6 lOa 2 
Number with no movement 2 2 0 
Number moving upstream lb 5 2 
Number moving downstream 3 3 0 
a An additional recapture had an incomplete tagging record and has 
been excluded. 
b Recaptured in 1962 . 
R e coveries of tagged bass occurred in 1960, 1961, and 1962 (Table 1). 
All recaptures were made by electrofishing, except in 1962, when the 
only recaptures were reported by angle rs . The number of recaptures 
is insufficient to determine whether there were trends in di r ection of 
movement. 
With one exception, all bass we r e recaptured in the same year of 
their releas e . Factors which might contribute to the low ·rate of year-to--
year recaptures are (1) excessive loss of tags, (2) high natural m ortality 
rate, (3) excessive movement out of the study are a, and (4) inadequate 
sampling. No smallmouths captured during the study perio d appeare d 
to have lost tag·s. Age analysis (to be discussed) indicate s annual mor-
tality to be too low to account for the failure of r e capture . In 19 61, about 
30% of the 1961 marks were recovered. This rate is high enough to 
assume a good chance of recovering 1960 marks in 1961 had the t a gged 
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bass been present. Since no 1960 tags were recovered in 1961, it is 
assumed that movement out of the study area was the most important 
factor causing the low year-to-year recovery. This movement probably 
occurs during the spring when water levels rise above the lowhead dams. 
Other workers have also observed high water to stimulate smallmouth 
bass movement (Gerking, 1958; Harrison and Speaker, 1950). The single 
year-to - year recapture was caught by an angler near Fort Dodge, Iowa, 
in 1962, approximately 40 miles upstream from its 1960 release point. 
Of 15 bass recaptured in 1960-61, 10 were within 1/ 3 mile of the first 
capture and none were over 2 miles away. This suggests the existence 
of home ranges such as have been demonstrated for smallmouth bass in 
Illinois (Larimore, 19 52) and Indiana (Gerking, 19 53). Further evidence 
for home range's was suggested by the movements of four bass recap-
tured two or three times. These bass, always released at their point of 
capture, were never found more than 1 / 2 mile from the site of previous 
capture and r elease . 
The apparent existence of home ranges and the discretely-scattered 
condition of the rubble areas suggest that the summer population of 
smallmouth bass is arranged as a set of semidiscrete groups, and that 
these groups mix only to the extent that their home ranges overlap. Since 
the northern half of the intensive study area was sampled more often 
than the southern half, the population estimates probably more closely 
represent the upper 3 miles of the entire area. 
Table 2. Schnabel estimates of the 1960 and 1961 summer smallmouth 
bass populations (95% confidenc e intervals in parentheses) and 
estimates of bass density. 
Year L;( CtMt) A No. bass No. bass R N per mile acre a per 
1960 817 5 136( 64- 314) 21 0.7 
1961 857 11 71 ( 41-133) 11 0.4 
a Average river width is 250 feet (U.S. Congress . House., 1931). 
Populations for the summers of 1960 and 1961(Table2) were estimated 








estimated average population during the study period. 
number of fish in sample on day t. 
number of marked fish at large on the beginning of day t. 
total number of recaptures for all samples. 
Although the 1960 estimate is almost double the 1961 estimate the 
confidence intervals overlap, and it cannot definitely be said that the 
population decreased from 1960 to 1961. 
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SPAWNING 
The nests of smallmouth bass are usually found on a bottom composed 
of rubble, gravel or bedro ck. These bottom types occur very infrequently 
in the De s Moines River. Bluff Creek has a more suitable smallmouth 
bass spawning habitat over much of its lower 8 miles . In 1949 , of 44 
smallmouth nests observed in Bluff Creek, 34 (77%) were located on 
gra vel or rubble (Harrison, 19 54). Spawning does take place in the river 
proper, at least in yea rs of low early summer w ater levels (Starrett, 
1950). Tributaries, such as Bluff Cre ek, however, support the bulk of 
successful spawning by Des Moines River smallmouths in c entral Iowa 
(Har rison, 1954). 
Various parts of the lower 8 miles of Bluff Creek, and a section of the 
Des Moines River immediately adjacent to the mouth of the creek were 
sampled by electrofishing from May through July, 19 62. Until June 1, 
smallmouth bass were captured only in the area near the mouth of the 
creek. On June 1, 1 adult bass w as caught 7 miles up Bluff Cre ek (a 
1/4-mile segment was sampled). It was the first captured bass to show 
a swollen abdominal area with the genital opening protruded, a sign char- · 
acter i stic of spawning condition. On June 18, a 2-mile segment in the 
same area of Bluff Creek yielded 23 adult bass. All were eith er in 
spawning condition or we r e partially spent. Cleary (1956) has observed 
similar smallmouth movements into northeast Iowa river tributaries. 
On July 6, 9 adults were captured 100-150 y a rds up from the mouth, and 
1 was captured 7 miles up Bluff Creek on J uly 28 . . 
Hubbs and Bailey (1938) state that temperature is the most important 
factor in initiating the smallmouth bass spawning period, and that breed-
ing activities occur in the range of 59-67°F. During May, the water 
temperature fluctuated between 55-67° F because of frequent h e avy rains. 
On June 18, the w ater temperature w as 80° F although none of the bass 
captured in Bluff Creek on that date appe ared completely spent. Ap-
parently, water temperature may not be as important in initiating the 
spawning period for Des Moines River smallmouth bass as it has been 
for smallmouths of other studies. Factors such as w ater level, or the 
frequency with which it fluctuates, may have a more important effe ct. 
Of the 34 smallmouth bass captured during J une 1 to July 6 , while 
apparently spawning in Bluff Creek, 15 (44%) we r e II year olds and 19 
(56%) were III year olds. The total lengths of the smallest sexually 
mature male and female were 9. 1 and 9. 0 inches, respectively. In most 
northern states, smallmouth bass are fi rst sexually mature when 4 to 6 
years old, or a total length of approxima tely 10 inche s (Hubbs and 
Bailey, 19 38). 
FECUNDITY 
F e cundity of nine female bass was estima ted (Table 3) by determining 
the number of eggs per cubic millimeter in three. samples for e ach fish. 
The 11. 7 inch, . III year old , whi ch had only l, 363 eggs, is assumed to 
have already spawned. E x cluding this fish , the total fecundity range d 
from 4, 964 to 14 , 203. P re vious studies have reported smallmouth bass 
fecundity ranging from 5, 040 to 20 , 8 25 (Carlander, 1953). There was 
Table 3. Total l ength , weight, ovary volume, age , and fec undity estimates for nine female smallmouth bass , 1962. 
Total Ovary Average 95 % 
length W e i ght vo lurne Fecundity estimatesc fe cundity confidence 
(in.} (gm) {ml) Age No . . 1 No. 2 N o . 3 es timate Variance interval 
9.0a 204 15.20 II 5,810 4,734 4,479 5,008 706 ± l, 1 81 
10 . 7a 330 36.55 III 5 , 633 7,919 6,414 6, 665 1, 162 ± l, 9 43 
11. 1 a 371 53. 40 III 12, 129 11, 926 9,029 11, 082 1 ,734 ± 2, 900 
11. 2b 395 71. 10 III 18,829 13,9 83 12, 798 15,203 3' 19 5 ± 5,344 
11. 6a 4 0 2 37. 70 III 5,626 5,558 5, 14 7 5,444 82 ± 137 
11. 7b 406 10.00 III 1, 429 1,618 1, 04 3 1 ,3 63 157 ± 262 
12.0a 51 6 39. 10 III 11, 14 4 5 ,606 7 ,38 0 8, 04 3 2,828 ± 4,730 
12 .4a 484 20 . 20 III 5, 139 4,805 4, 949 4, 964 168 ± 280 
12.6a 47 8 27.20 III 5, 617 5,443 4,716 5,258 478 ± 799 
a Captured J un e 18. 
b Captured July 6. 
c Estimate numbe r 1 i s from the anterior part of the o va ry, number 2 from central region, and num ber 3 
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no evidence for a relationship between fecundity and size over the nar-
row range of sizes included. 
In 7 of the 9 ovaries, the estimate based on the anterior sample is 
higher than estimates based on the other two samples, suggesting that 
the larger, more mature ova occur in the posterior two-thirds, closer 
to the oviduct entrance. In general, the smaller mean fecundity esti-
mates have lower variances. The lower variances indicate greater uni-
formity in egg size for the three segments; perhaps suggesting elimina-
tion of the larger eggs from the posterior segment. The fish with the 
smaller number of eggs may l)e partially spent, and the fecundity esti-
mates, therefore, somewhat low. 
FOOD HABITS AND PARASITES 
Previous food habit studies of the smallmouth have rather well estab-
lished crayfish and fish as staple food items (Surber, 1941; Tate, 1949; 
Lachner, 1950; and Harrison, 1950). Apparently, fish are important as 
a food item for both juvenile and adult bass in the Des Moines River 
(Table 4). Crayfish are evidently not utilized during the first growing 
season. Insects are important food items during the first two years of 
life. Cyprinids were the fish most often eaten, and the insects utilized 
were usually aquatic forms in the larval stages. Fish and crayfish each 
comprised about half of the food volume in the stomachs examined. Al-
though 11 of the 37 bass were in spawning condition when captured, their 
food habits appeared to be similar to those of non spawning bass. 
Table 4. Number of smallmouth bass stomachs containing various food 
items, Des Moines River, April-September, 19 61 and 1962. 
Age 0 I II III Total 
Mean total length 2.6 6. 5 9.9 12. 1 I. 9-16. 9 
Fish 3 4 2 6 15 
Crayfish 2 1 6 9 
Insect 6 8 2 16 
Plant 2 2 4 8 
No. stomachs containing food 7 10 4 11 32 
No. stomachs empty 3 5 
Tapeworms, Proteocephalus sp., were found in the intestines of 6 out 
of 26 adult smallmouth bass. An anchor worm, Lernaea sp., was the 
only other parasite observed. It was embedded in the soft dorsal fin of 
an adult bass. 
Table 5. A comparison of observed mean and calculate d we i ghts {pounds) for D e s Moin e s R i ver smallmouth 
bass take n in all colle ction years. {Numbe r of fish in pare nthese s) 
Length group Calculate d a 
{inches} 1956 1957 1958 1960 1961 1962 weight 
3. 0 - 3. 9 . 02{2) . 02 (2) • 02 
4. 0 - 4. 9 . 0 6( 1) .04 t:""' H 
iTj 
5. 0 - 5. 9 .10(1) . 07( 3) . 09 ( 2) M . 08 
::r:: 6 . 0 - 6. 9 . 12 ( 3) . 18{ 1) . 14{ 3) .1 3(10) • 1 3( 5) . 14 H en 
t..:i 
7.0-7.9 . 29 { 1) . 2 3( 8) . 25(5) . 20(9) • 2 1 0 ~ 
8. 0 - 8. 9 .41(1) • 34(1 0) . 32{ 2) . 3 1 ( 5) . 31 K! 
0 
9.0-9.9 . 61 ( 4) . 43(2) . 4 5( 10) . 4 2{9) . 47 (1 0) . 43 iTj en 
10.0-10.9 . 65(5) • 52(2) . 56(2) .6 3( 6) . 56(9) . 58(1 0) • 59 ~ 
~ 
11. 0 - 11. 9 . 7 3 ( 5) . 71 ( 4) . 76(1) . 76(10) . 7 6(10) .78 t:""' t:""' 
12. 0 - 12. 9 . 8 0{ 1) 1. 09(5) • 94( 4) 1. 00(10) 1. 00 ~ 
0 
c:::: 
13. 0 - 13. 9 1. 19{1) 1. 30( 1) 1. 16(2) 1. 19{7) 1. 26 t..:i 
14. 0 - 14. 9 1.73(1) 1. 34( 2) 1. 34(2) 1. 25( 1) 1. 56 ::r:: 
to 
~ 
15. 0 - 15.9 2. 25(1) 1.88(1) 1. 64( 2) 2. 00( 1) 1. 91 en en 
16. 0 - 16. 9 2. 12(1) 2. 12(21 2.30 
a Weight computed for the m idpoint of e ach group (3. 45 , 4. 45, e tc.) from the combined reg r essi on : 
Log W = -1. 2980 + 3. 0086 Log L. 
""" N \Jl 
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LENGTH-WEIGHT RE,LATIONSHIP AND CONDITION 
The length-weight relationships (Table 5) of smallmouth bass col-
lected each year were described by the formula: 
Log W = log a + b (log L) 
where: a and b are constants 
W weight in pounds 
L = total length in in_che s 
The t-test (Snedecor, 1956 , p. 136) was used to determine if the re-
gression coefficients (b) differed significantly from 3. 0 (Table 6); that 
is, if the length-weight relationship followed the "cube law." Only the 
regression coefficient . for 1958 was s ignificantly different. The 19.58 
sample included one short ( 6. 2 inches total length) fish with above-
average weight, and nine larger (10. 0-13. 9 inches total length) fish 
having slightly below-average weight. Omission of the one short fish 
(Table 6, 1958 revised) gave a regression coeffi cient not significantly 
different from 3. 0. 
Table 6. Constants for length-weight regressions of Des Moines River 
smallmouth bass in each collection y e ar. 
No. of Range in 
Year fish total length b t-value c a 
1956 22 6.0-15.9 -1.2796 3.0318 0.27 
1957 8 9. 3-15. 8 -1. 2286 2.9193 0.27 
1958 10 6.5-13.4 -0. 8376 2.5496 3.04>:< 
19 58 (revised) 9 10.4-13.4 -1. 5997 3. 2606 I. 02 
1960 48 5.9-15.2 -2.0540 2.9088 I. 72 
19 61 56 3. 7-16. 6 -1. 2231 3. 0139 o. 29 
1962 74 3. 0-16. 9 -1. 3563 3.0621 I. 88 
c For test of hypothesis that b = 3. 0. 
,~ Significant at . 05 level of confidence. 
Covariance analysis {Snedecor, 1956, p. 400) indicated differences in 
the length-weight slopes when all 6 years were considered {Table 7). 
This test assumes homogeneity of variance. Therefore, Bartlett's test 
(Snedecor, 1956, p. 287) was . applied, giving a chi-square value, cor-
rected for unequq.l samples, of 9. 4. This value falls between the prob-
abilities of . 05 and . 10, making the assumption of homogeneity of vari-
ance, at the 0 05 level of confidence, a valid one. However, since the 
regression coefficient for 1958 was not similar to those of other collec-
tion years and could be changed appreciably by excluding one fish (see 
Table6), the sample for 1958 was judged inadequate in giving a good 
estimate of the length-weight relationship. A further covariance analysis 
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of all years except 1958 indicated parallelism of regression lines at the 
. 05 confidence level (Table 7). Apparently, the slope of the length-
weight relationship is quite similar from year to year. An additional 
F-te st showed significant differences between adjusted means; that is, 
if smallmouth bass from different years could be adjusted to the same 
total length, they would not have the same weight. Following the pro-
cedure by Snedecor ( 19 56, p. 399), the adjusted weight for each collection 
year, except 19 58, was calculated (Table 8) . Both average condition 
coefficients (to be discussed), and adjusted weight indicated that small-
mouths were heaviest for their length in 1956, followed by 1960, 1962, 
1961, and 1957, in that order. 
For use in estimating weights from lengths in the growth data, an' 
over-all length-weight relationship was calculated from the common line 
of the covariance table. This equation in its logarithmic form was: 
log W = -:-1. 2980 + 3. 0086 (log L). 
The coefficient of condition, C(T L), a relative measure of the plump-
ness or well- being of a fish, was computed for each of 271 smallmouth 
bass taken in all collection years by means of the reciprocal method 
(Carlander, 1953, p. 231). Since the Des Moines River smallmouth bass 
were found to closely follow the "cube law," the C(TL) values would be 
expe cted to neither increase nor decrease with length, but are compar-
able for fish of different lengths. In most years, Des Moines River 
smallmouths apparently reach their peak condition in mid-summer 
(Table 8). This peak condition occurs in July for 1958, 1960, and 1961, 
but in June for 1962. The June, 1962, sample was dominated by spawn- · 
ing bass in Bluff Creek. 
AGE AND GROWTH 
Numerous studies have used scales to determine age and growth ·of 
smallmouth bass (s ee Carlander, 1953). Annuli of Des Moines River 
smallmouths were recognized by anastomosis (i.e., "cutting-over" -of 
circuli in the lateral fields), crowding and breaking of circuli during 
·winter months, and zones of we ar of ctenii in the posterior field of the 
scale. Anastomosis was the most consistent and easily recognized of 
the three characteristics. False annuli, which did not "cut over" in 
both lateral fields, were encountered on only a few scales. 
Scales were re read until two readings agre ed (Car lander, 19 61). Of 
308 scale samples read, 294 (95%) agreed on the first and second read-
ing. The remaining 14 samples each required only a third reading to 
reach agreement with a previous reading. Final age assignments of 
these were: 2 I-year olds, 2 II-year olds, 6 III-year olds, 3 IV-year 
olds, and 1 V-year old. In general, annuli were distinct and readily 
recognized (Figure 2). 
On the basis of the following e v idence, the annuli were accepted as 
true year-marks (criteria suggested by Hile, 1941): 
(I) An increase .in the number of annuli is accompanied by an 
increase in the size of the fish (Table 9). 
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Table 7. Analysis of covariance and test for regression coefficients for Des 
Moines Rive r smallmouth bass length-weight relationship. 
Deviations from regression 
Ye ar d. f. I:x 2 I:xy L:y2 d. f. 
19 56 21 0.24145 0.73202 2.28669 20 
19 57 7 0.0579 8 o. 169 26 0. 52476 6 
1958 9 0.06922 0.17648 0.46207 8 
1960 47 0.48388 l. 40749 4.15768 46 
19 61 55 1.02922 3. 101 9 3 9. 475 86 54 
1962 73 1. 38749 4 .24870 1 3 .12121 72 
Within 206 
Reg. Coef. 5 
Common 212 3. 26924 9.8358 8 30.02 8 27 211 
Adj. M e an 5 
Total 217 3.4607 8 10.41008 3 1. 8 268 1 216 
T e st of hypothesis that the six r e gress i on lines are 






C ovariance of 5 regression line s 
(omitting 1958 -- 10 fish) 
3.20002 9. 65940 29. 56620 







2: 2-~ Mean Y 2:x2 square 
0. 06738 0.00337 
0.03064 0.00511 
0.01213 0.00152 
0 . 06363 0.00138 





o. 07722 0.01544 
0.51313 
. 00480 = 2. 40'~ 
. 00200 
o. 39977 













Test for e le v ations or adj. means F 
'~Significant at . 05 C. L. 
Both of abov e tests made at . 05 C. L. 
. 01830 = 9. 06* 
. 00202 
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Table 8. Seasonal fluctuations in the coefficient of condition, G(TL), of 
Des Moines River smallmouth bass in each collection year and 
a comparison of average C(TL) with adjusted weights. Number 
of fish in parentheses. 
Collection years 
Month 1956 19 57 1958 1960 1961 1962 
April 46. 7( 6) 
May 53. 0( 4) 
June 49. 3(1) 5 3. 4(9) 50. 2(12) 55. 0(24) 
July 56. 6( 4) 59. 2(2) 56. 6( 43) 51. 2(28) 52. 7(20) 
August 51. 0( 5) 47.7(6) 51. 6(22) 48. 8(21) 48. 5( 39) 
September 56. 4( 5) 37.3(1) 42.8(1) 50. 0( 3) 
October 56. 2(10) 48. 8(2) 
November 60 . 6(3) 
Average 56. 9(22) 48. 8(8) 49. 7(10) 54. 7(74) 50. 2( 61) 51. 1(96) 
Adjusted 
mean weig.ht 
(pounds) . 48 . 41 . 46 . 43 . 44 
(2) Modes in the length-frequency distributions coincide with the 
modal lengths of age groups based on scale reading (Figure 3). 
( 3) Lengths at the end of various years of life calculated from scale 
measurements agree with the corresponding empirical lengths 
of younger groups whose ages were determined by the examina-
tion of scales (Table 9 and Figure 3). 
(4) There is a generally good agreement among the growth histories 
of different age groups of the same year class (Table 9). 
(5) There is a persistent abundance of the 1959 year class in 1960, 
1961, and 1962 (Table 9 and Figure 3). 
Only in 19 62 were bass caught early enough in the year to permit 
analysis of the time of annulus formation. Only 1 bass of 13 caught 
April 28-May 12 had completed annulus formation, but all bass caught on 
or after June 1 had a complete annulus for the current year. 
To determine growth from scale measurements, an understanding of 
the relationship between body length and scale size was necessary. The 
anterior radii of 290 scales were measured in tenths of inches. The 
scale measurements were grouped into 0. 5-inch intervals (X44), and 10 
were selected at random from each interval whenever possible. When 
plotted, the mean lengths and scale radii for each group showed an ap-
proximate linear relationship (Figure 4): 
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Figure 2 . Scales of smallmouth bass, Des Moines River. 
Top Scale of a I year old bass captured on July 29, 19 60. 
Total length at capture: 10. 2 inches. 
Bottom Scale of a III year old bass captured orl September 22, 
1962. Total length at capture: 13. 2 inches. 
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Table 9. Total lengths in inches of Des Moines River smallmouth bass at various 
ages, 1956-62. 
Year Year of No. of L ength at Calculated lengths at each annulus 
class caEture fish caEture 2 3 4 5 b 
19 61 1962 23 6 . 8 3. 6 
19 60 19 6 1 16 6 . 8 4.4 
1962 32 10. 1 4 . 0 8.5 
Mean 48 4 . 1 8 . 5 
1959 1960 58 8.6 5.8 
19 61 22 10.7 4. 7 9.3 
1962 40 12. 3 4.0 8 . 7 11. 6 
Mean 120 5.0 8.9 11. 6 
1958 19 60 2 10. 6 6. 5 9 . 4 
19 61 3 11. 6 4. 6 8. 3 10. 6 
1962 3 13. 1 3 . 5 8 . 3 11. 1 12. 7 
Mean 8 4.7 8 . 6 10. 8 12. 7 
195 7 19 58 2 8 . 9 4 . 7 
1960 4 14. 1 5 . 1 9 . 6 12. 5 
19 61 14. 6 4.8 8. 5 11. 5 13.9 
1962 1 16. 9 5 . 0 11. 6 14 .2 15.4 16 . 1 
Mean 8 5. 0 9 . 8 12. 6 14. 6 1 6. 1 
1956 1957 7 9.9 5. 6 
1958 6 11. 4 5.3 9.5 
1960 2 13 . 6 4.9 8 . 1 10.4 12. 6 
1961 16. 6 5.0 11. 1 12.9 13. 8 15. 1 
1962 16. 2 5.0 9 . 3 12. 2 14.6 15.7 1 6 . 2 
Mean 17 5.3 9 . 4 11. 5 13. 4 15. 4 16. 2 
1955 1956 32 10. 3 4.9 
1957 5 12. 8 5 . 2 11. 0 
1958 3 12. 6 4.5 9 .2 11. 8 
Mean 40 4 . 9 10. 3 11. 8 
1954 1956 3 1 3. 3 3.5 9 . 3 
1957 2 14. 2 3 . 2 9 . 3 13.4 
Mean 5 3.4 9 . 3 13. 4 
19 51 1956 1 5. 9 5 . 3 8 . 8 11. 5 13.4 14. 3 
Av . total length 4 . 7 9 . 0 11. 7 13.4 15. 3 16. 2 
Av. l ength increment 4.7 4 . 7 2.8 1. 8 1. 0 0. 5 
Number of fish 270 270 132 62 10 4 
Av. calculated weight . 05 . 40 . 87 1. 27 I. 85 2.2 
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TOTAL LENGTH IN INCHES 
Figure 3. Length-frequencies of Des Moines River smallmouth bass, 
1956-62 {only those bass which could be assigned an age are 
included). . 
Where 
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L 1. 56 inches + 1. 426S 
L 
s 
estimated total length in inches 
anterior scale radius (X44) in inches 
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Using the correction term 1. 6 inches, the total lengths at various annuli 
were calculated with a nomograph (Carlander and Smith, 1944). 
The oldest bass represented was age VI and relatively few were older 
than age III (Table9). The 1954 to 1957 year classes show faster growth 
than more re cent year classes. The ave rage annual increment was the 
same for the first two years of life. Increments decreased in each sub-
sequent year. 
Growth in weight at each annulus (Table 9) was calculated by substi-
tuting the average length at each annulus into the common length-weight 
regression formula. Although growth increments in length decrease 
steadily after the second year, weight increments increased up to the 
fourth year, then decreased in both the fifth and sixth year. 
When compared with growth data reported for smallmouth bass in 
other ar e as, the D es Moines River smallmouth bass show above-average 
growth (s ee Ca rlander, 1953). Des Moines River bass show better 
growth than reported for more abundant smallmouth populations in 
streams of northeast Iowa (Tate , 1949; Cleary , 1951). and the Missouri 
Ozarks (Patriarche and Lowry, 1953; Purkett, 1958). 
Since the electric shocker was used intensively during each of the 
collection years, the relative abundance of the various year classes 
(Table9) are probably a rough estimate, at least, of the actual conditions. 
Collections prior to 1961, however, were made without particular em-
phasis on smallmouth bass. It is significant that each year class since 
1954 was represented in the samples. Even though the habitat is mar-
ginal, some bass were successful each year. 
The 1959 year class was most abundant in the catch in 1960, 1961 and 
1962. The 1960 and 1955 yea r classes represented the next most abun-
dant year classes. There was apparently poor success for the year 
classes in 19 57 and 19 58. There appe ars to be no definite correlation 
between average May-October water level (Table 10), and year class 
abundance, suggesting that any effect of water level on year class suc-
cess is probably combined with other environmental fa_ctors. The fact 
that smallmouth bass spawn in tributary streams when water levels in 
the river may be unfavorable is probably important. 
The best year of growth (Table 10), at least for the first three age 
groups, was 1956. This was also the year of the lowest average water 
level. The year of poorest growth for the same years of life was 1961, 
a year of relatively high water level. Correlation coefficients (r) be-
tween increments of growth and average water level (May-October) for 
age groups I and II(1955-1961), and age group III (1956-1961) were 
-. 626, -. 579, and-. 560, respectively. All were nonsignificant at the 
5% level of confidence, and, thus, we cannot say that water levels sig-
nificantly affect growth. However, since all the coefficients were nega-
tive and approach significant values, it is suggested that lower water 
levels probably contribute to better growth of smallmouth bass. Their 
values approach -1. 0 as age decreases suggesting that younger fish may 
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Figure 4. Body-scale relationship for Des Moines River smallmouth 
bass from all collection years. Dots represent mean scale 
radii of 0. 5-inch interval groups. 
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Table 10. Annu al increments of growth in total length (in ches) of various year 
classes of Des Moines River smallmouth bass, and average May-
October water levelsa, 1955-61. 
Year Unweighted 
of life 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 mean 
6 o. 5 0.5 
5 1. 2 0.7 0.9 
4 1. 9 1. 8 1. 6 1. 8 
3 4. 1 2.6 2.3 2.8 2.6 2.9 2.9 
2 5.9 5.4 4 .2 5. 2 3 . 9 4.7 4.5 4. 7 
1 3.4 4 . 9 . 5. 3 4 . 9 4.7 5 .0 4. 1 3. 6 4.6 
Average 
May-O ctober 
water level 0. 60 0 . 37 o. 67 0.70 1. 08 1. 32 0.95 
a Feet over the Boone Water-works Dam. 
have a more sensitive growth response to changes in water level than do 
older fish. It is possible that w ater levels during shorter periods of 
time, rather than average for the entire growing season may be more 
significantly related to growth. Temperature, population density, and 
food relationships also affect growth rates and may mask any effects of 
water levels. 
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RESIDUES OF CHIDRINATE D HYDROCARBON INSECTICIDES 
FOUND ON CORN PLANTS TREATED FOR 
EUROPEAN CORN BORER CONTROL 1 
Jack E. Fahey2 , R. T. Murphy2 , and R. D. Jackson3 
ABSTRACT. Formulations 
carbon insecticides were 
of seven chlor inated hydro-
a p p 1 i e d t o f i e 1 d a n d / o r s w e e t 
corn for residue studies. Residues on field corn and 
factory waste, 30 days after treatment, did not gen-
erally ex ceed 0. 5 ppm of the chlorinated hydrocarbon. 
Corn kernels from plants treated with heptachlor, en-
drin, or endosulfan did not contain residues greater 
than O. l ppm. 
A comprehensive study of DDT residues on corn plants was reported 
by Fahey, Brindley and Rusk (1953). Cox et al. (1956), and Fahey, Rusk 
and Cox (1956), reported the magnitude and-di-;tribution of residues from 
sprays and granular applications of DDT to corn plants. Johnsen et al. 
(1960) reported the presence of heptachlor and heptachlor epoxide ~e;i­
dues on corn plants treated with heptachlor. Since 1956, seven chlorin-
ated hydrocarbons have been included in the study of insecticides used 
for control of European corn borer (Ostrinia nubilalis (Hubner)) at the 
European Corn Borer Research Laboratory, Ankeny, Iowa. This study 
was conducted in cooperation with the Iowa Agricultural and Home Eco-
nomics Experiment Station. 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Field Methods 
Plots used for the study of insecticide residues on field or sweet corn 
were two rows wide, separated by two-row buffer plots, and 60 to 100 
feet long. Granular pesticide formulations were applied to foliar parts 
of plants by using a fulted-feed, two-row applicator, mounted on a high-
clearance , self-propelled vehicle. Liquid sprays were applied at the 
rate of 20 gallons of spray per acre for first-generation control and at 
the rate of 40 gallons of spray per acre for s e cond-generation control. , 
1 Accepted for publication 12 / 29 / 64 . Journal Paper No. J-4936 of the 
Iowa Agricultural and Home Economics Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa. 
Project No. 1193. 
2 Formerly, Entomology R e search Division, Agric. Res. Serv., USDA, 
Vincennes, Indiana. Present address: University of California, D ept. of 
Entomology, Riverside, Calif. 
3 Entomology Research Division, Agric. R e s. Serv., USDA, European 
Corn Borer Laboratory, Ankeny, Iowa. 
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A self-propelled, high-clearance sprayer with two nozzles per row , 
directed toward the plant whorls, was used for first-generation control. 
Four nozzles per row, directed at the ear zone, were used for second-
generation control. 
Samples for residue analysis consisted of 10 plants taken at random 
from each plot (four replicates per treatment). Whole plant samples or 
stalk samples we re chopped in a small silage mill, we ll mixed, and a 
one-quart portion (about 500 grams) taken for chemi cal analysis. For 
the study of residues on sweet corn, prior to analysis the corn ears were 
removed from the stalks, the ears husked , the kernels separated, and 
the husks and cobs (factory waste) combined. The stalks and factory 
waste samples were chopped in a small silage chopper. Each part (stalks, 
kernels , and factory waste) was analyzed separately. A part of the fac-
tory waste from samples w as sealed in a plastic bag and permitted to 
ferment approximately 90 days before analys i s. 
Seven chlorinated hydr o carbon insecticides were included in residue 
studies following field applications for control of European corn borer. 
These included: 
I. Heptachlor, 5% granules applied at rate of 1. 0 lb heptachlor / acre. 
Heptachlor, 3. 75% and 12. 5% granules applied at rate of O. 75 lb 
heptachlor /acre. 
Heptachlor, 20% granules applied at rate of 1 lb heptachlor / acre. 
Heptachlor, emulsifiable, 2 lbs /gal applied at rates of 0. 75 or 1. 0 
lb heptachlor/acre. 
2. Endrin, 1%, 2%, and 47lo granules applied at rate of 0. 25 lb endrin 
per acre. 
Endrin, emulsifiable, 1. 6 lb/ gal applied at rate ,-0£ .. .0. 25 lb enddn 
per acre. 
3. Dieldrin, 2% granules applied at rate of 0. 4 lb dieldrin/ acre. 
4. Telodrin® (1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 8-octachloro-l, 3, 3a, 4, 7, 7a-hexahydro-
4, 7-methanoisobenzofuran), 2% granules applied at rate of 0. 2 lb 
Telodrin/ acre. 
Telodrin, emulsifiable, 1. 2 lb/ gal applied at rate of 0. 2 lb 
Telodrin/ acre. 
5. Endosulfan, 5% granules applied at rate of 1 lb endosulfan/acre. 
Endosulfan, emulsifiable, 2 lbs / gal applied at rate of 1 lb endo-
sulfan/ acre. 
6. Toxaphene, 7. 5% granules applied at rate of 1. 5 lb toxaphene/ acre. 
Toxaphene, 67% emulsifiable concentrate applied at rate of 1. 5 lb 
toxaphene/ acre. 
7. Heptachlor epoxide, 5% granules applied at rate of 0. 75 or 1. 0 lb 
heptachlor epoxide/acre. 
Heptachlor epoxide, emulsifiable, 4 lbs / gal applied at rate of 1 lb 
heptachlor epoxide/acre. 
Chemical Analysis 
Recovery of Surface Residues: 
Approximate.ly 500- gram portions of plants or plant parts of 10 plants 
were transferred to one-gallon bottles , 500 ml appropriate solvent was 
added, and the jar sealed and tumbled for 2 hours. The residue solution 
was then decanted into sample storage bottles. 
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Recovery of Total Residues: 
Samples of corn plants or plant parts were chopped with a Hobart®4 
food chopper and subsamples taken for analysis. These were extracted 
with a n appropriate solvent hav ing enough Na2S04 present to absorb the 
moisture. 
Corn kernels were mixed with sodium sulfate (1 part corn to 5 parts 
sodium sulfate) to crush and dry the kernels. The dry mass w as trans -
ferred t o a one-gallon bottle, 1000 ml of appropriate solvent added, and 
the jar s e aled and tumble d for one hour. The residue solution was then 
decanted t o sample storag e bot tles. 
Heptachlor and H e pta chlor Epoxide : 
Heptachlor and h e ptachlo r e p oxide re s idues were recovered in n-
pentane solvent. A F lo risil® column wa s used to clean up the residue 
solution and i s olate heptachl or and h e ptachlor epoxide, as outlined by 
R u sk a nd Fahe y ( 1961). Heptachlo r and heptachlor · epoxide were deter -
mined colorimetrically, by using the Polen-Silverm .an reagent (1 952) . 
Endrin: 
Endrin residues were recovered from corn plants in ::_-hexane solvent. 
The extract was cleaned on a column containing 2 cm sodium sulfate, 10 
cm 60/100 mesh Florisil, 2 cm 2 + 1 magnesia-Cellite®, and 2 cm Nu-
cha r® (from bottom to top) by eluting with hexane and removing the 
endrin froin the column with 10% ethyl ether in pentane. Endrin w as 
determined by the colorimetric method of Bann et al. (1958). 
Dieldrin: 
Dieldrin residues were r ecove red from corn plants in n-hexane and 
analyzed accordin g to the method of O'Donnell~ al. ( 1955) .-
Telodrin: 
Telodrin residue s were recovered from corn plants in ::_-hexane. The 
re sidue solution was cleaned up by swirling with Florisil. After clean-up, 
the T e lodrin residue was determined by gas chromatography, with an 
electron affinity detector, as described by Bowman and Young (1964). 
Endosulfan: 
Endo sulfan residues were recovered from corn plants in n-hexane. 
The residue solution was cleaned up by treatment with Nuchar and anal-
yzed according to the method of Butle r et al. ( 19 62). 
Toxaphene: 
Toxaphene res idues were recovered from corn plants i n ::_-hexane ~ 
Analysis was made colorimetrically by using the Her cules Powder Co. 
General Method M -100- 50. 1, Toxaphene Content of Agr i c ultural Products 
(mimeog raphed Janua ry 25, 1958). 
4 The use of trade or propietary names does not necessarily imply the 
endorsement of these products by the U . S. Department of Agriculture. 
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Table 1. Heptachlor and heptachlor epoxide residues on sweet corn. 
Heptachlor Days 
Date . or heptachlor between 
final epoxide treatment P.p.m. 
Insecticide treat- applied and He pt a-
formulation ment {lbs / acre) sampling chlor E,eoxide 
3. 7 5% Heptachlor 6/23 .75 3. 8 .04 
granules 30 < .05 . I 0 
87 < . 05 
3. 7 5% Heptachlor 8 / 18 . 75 . 64 .06 
granules 28 . 14 . 13 
56 . 09 . 23 
5% !fepta~hlor 7 /11 1. 14 .04 
granules 4 . 55 . 15 
8 < . 01 . 07 
18 < . 0 I .06 
32 < . 0 I . 03 
12. 5% Heptachlo r 7/6 . 75 4.2 .8 
granules 31 . I . I 
49 . I . I 
66 . 3 . 2 
12. 5% Heptachlor 7/6 . 75 3. 2 . 7 
granules 31 < . I < . 1 
20% Heptachlor 6/22 15 . 5 . 2 
granules 63 < . I < . 1 
20% Heptachlor 7/6 I 5. 6 . 3 
granules · 48 < . 1 < . 1 
Heptachlor 6/23 o. 9 1. 7 
spray 31 < . 1 < . 1 
Heptachlor 6/23 . 75 I. 0 . 04 
spray 30 < . 05 .04 
So/o..Heptachlor 6/27 4 6.0 
epoxide 57 . 7 
granules 91 . 6 
5% Heptachlor 6/27 .75 4 4. 6 
epoxide 57 . 3 
granules 91 . 5 
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RESULTS 
Heptachlor residues on plants (Table 1) are converted in part to hepta-
chlor epoxide; therefore residues from heptachlor sprays were analyzed 
for both heptachlor and its epoxide. Heptachlor residues from sprays or 
granular applications of 0. 75 to 1. 0 lb of heptachlor per acre ranged 
from about 1 to 5 ppm of heptachlor when sampled 24 hours after tre at-
ment. After 30 days' weathering, the heptachlor residue was 0. 1 ppm 
or less in 8 of 9 observations. The maximum heptachlor epoxide resi-
dues on the corn plants ranged from O. 1 to 1. 7 ppm for the different hep-
tachlor formulations and, in m o st instance s, did not exceed 0. 1 ppm of 
heptachlor epoxide 30 days a fte r treatm.ent. 
Heptachlor epoxide granules , a pplie d at rates of 0. 75 and 1 lb of hep-
tachlor epoxide per acre, d e posited res idues of 4. 6 and 6. 0 ppm ( 4 days 
after application). After 57 days' weathering, this residue was reduced 
to 0. 3 to 0. 7 ppm of h eptachlor epoxide. 
Two to four applications of hept achlor sprays or granules, applied to 
sweet corn (Table 2), resulted in residues of less than 0. 05 ppm of hep-
tachlor or heptachlor epoxide on corn kernels. The plant stalks contained 
approximately the same residues as field corn plants. The factory wa ste 
(husks and cobs) showed greater residues of heptachlor epoxide than 
heptachlor; however, the heptachlor epoxide residue was decreased when 
the factory waste was permitted to ferment, while the heptachlor residue 
remained unchanged. 
Endrin granules and sprays (Table 3), applied to field corn at the rate 
of 0. 25 lb endrin per acre, left resiques of 1. 6 to 6. 9 ppm of endrin in 
the first samples after treatment. At 30 to 50 days after treatment the 
endrin residues generally exceeded 0. 2 ppm. Two to four applications 
of endrin to sweet corn did not result in residues exceeding 0. 1 ppm of 
endrin in corn kernels (Table 4). The endrin residue on factory waste 
generally exceeded 0. 2 ppm and was not affected by fermentation of the 
waste. 
Die ldrin granules, applied at the rate of 0. 4 lb dieldrin per acre, re-
sulted in a more persistent residue than that deposited by endrin granules. 
Telodrin, applied at the rate of 0. 2 lb per acre, in granules or spray, 
deposited initial residues of 0. 09 to 0. 22 ppm of Telodrin in corn plants. 
This residue was reduced to less than O. 05 ppm 20 days after treatment. 
Toxaphene applied to corn plants at the rate of 1. 5 lb per acre de-
posited initial residues of 1.1 to 11. 9 ppm (Table 5). This residue de-
creased to less than 2 ppm within 30 d ays after treatment. 
Endosulfan granules, applied at the rate of 1 lb per acre, deposited an 
initial residue of 25. 8 ppm on field corn plants (Table 5). This re sidue 
decreased to 1. 1 ppm after 30 days ' weathering. Endosulfan, applied to 
sweet corn , did not leave measurable residues on the corn kernels (Table 
6). When factory waste (husks and cobs) were permitted to ferment, 
there was no measurable effect on endosulfan residues. 
~ 
~ 
Table 2. H e ptachlor and heptachlor epoxide residues on swe et corn. N 
Days 
Date between P.:e.m. Heptachlor P. ,E· m. H e ,etachlor-Epoxide 
No. final treatme nt Husk and C o b Husk and Cob 
appli- appli- and F er - F e r-
Treatment cations cation sampling Fresh mented Stalk Kernels Fresh mente d Stalk Kernels 
Heptachlor spray 2 7 /11 2 . 62 . 68 
0. 7 5 lbs/acre 2 7 / 11 38 <. 05 <. 05 < . 05 <. 05 < . 05 <. 05 < . 05 <. 0 5 
3 8/4 7 . 19 . 12 . 82 <. 05 . 32 <. 05 . 67 <. 05 
4 8/10 1 . 09 . 27 . 44 < . 05 . 1 6 . 11 . 88 < . 0 5 
4 8/10 9 < . 0 5 <. 05 . 13 < . 05 . 43 .0 5 . 60 < . 05 
Heptachlor granules 2 7 / 11 2 1. 77 . 53 
0. 7 5 lbs / acr e 2 7 / 11 38 < . 05 < . 05 . 09 < . 05 <. 0 5 < . 05 . 07 < . 05 
3 8/4 7 . 26 . 15 . 41 < . 0 5 . 30 . 13 . 18 < . 05 
4 8 / 10 1 <. 05 . 13 . 71 < . 05 . 1 5 . 1 6 . 43 < . 05 
4 8. 10 9 < . 05 < . 05 . 50 < . 05 . 20 . 11 . 35 < . 05 
Heptachlor epoxide Husk 
spray, 1 lb/ acre 3 8/15 2.0 11. 1 <. 1 
3 8 / 15 10 1. 7 .4 4. 1 < . 1 
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Table 3. Residues from dieldrin, endrin, and Telodrin applied to field 
corn. 
Insecticide Days between 
Ins ecti cide Date final applied treatment 
formulation treatment (lbs / acre) and sampling P.p.m. 
Endrin 
1% Endrin 6/ 27 .25 6 1. 58 
granules 56 . 56 
2% Endrin 6 / 27 . 25 6 2.5 
granules 56 . 36 
2% Endrin 7 / 6 .25 3.7 
granules 31 . 5 
49 . 3 
65 < • 1 
4% Endrin 6 / 27 . 25 6 2.4 
granules 56 .08 
Endrin 6/23 . 25 0 6.9 
spray 32 . 2 
63 < . 1 
Dieldrin 
2% Dieldrin 6/ 27 . 4 2. 5 
granules 33 . 4 
68 . 4 
89 .4 
2% Dieldrin 8 / 14 . 4 2. 1 
granules 32 3. 8 
65 1. 5 
Telodrin 
2% Telodrin 6/20 . 2 2 • 22 
granules 15 .06 
48 • 05 
2% Telodrin 7 / 9 . 2 . 14 
21 .05 
27 .03 
T e lodrin 6/ 19 . 2 4 . 09 
spray 14 .03 
48 • 01 
Telodrin 7 / 9 . 2 1 . 10 
spray 21 . 02 




Table 4. Endrin residues on sweet corn. 
Days between P.p.m. Endrin 
No. Date final tre atment Husk and Cob 
Treatment applications a,eElicati on and sampling Fre sh Fermented Stalk Kerne l s 
Endrin spray 2 7/11 2 1. 17 
0. 25 lb/ acre 2 7 / 11 38 <. 1 <. 1 . 15 <.I 
3 8/29 I . 53 . 51 . 0 
3 8/29 17 . 13 . 12 . 0 
3 8/4 7 . 30 . 27 1. 88 . 0 
4 8/10 1 .25 . 36 2.64 . 0 
4 8/10 35 . 10 . 28 1. 78 . 0 
Endrin granules 2 7 / 11 2 3. 0 1 
O. 25 lb/ acre 2 7 / 11 38 < . 1 <. 1 . 15 < . 1 
3 8/4 7 . 22 . 15 . 58 . 0 
4 8/10 I .23 . 23 1. 16 . 0 
4 8/10 9 . 23 . 59 1. 02 . 0 
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Table 5. Residues from toxaphene and endosulfan applied to field corn. 
Insecticide Days between 
Insecticide Date final applied treatment 
formulation treatment {lbs / acre} and samEling P.E.m· 
ToxaEhene 
7. 5% Toxaphene 7/ 6 1. 5 0 6.9 
granules 30 2. 0 
48 1. 6 
65 1. 7 
Toxaphene 6/ 23 1. 5 11. 9 
spray 30 . 6 
61 1. 2 
79 . 5 
Toxaphene 7 / 7 1. 5 1 1. 1 
spray 26 1. 7 
87 3.3 
Toxaphene 8 /8 1. 5 1 1. 7 
spray 26 . 9 
87 1. 7 
Endosulfan 
Endosulfan 6/ 23 25.8 
granules 31 1. 1 
62 . 8 
79 < . 5 
Table 6. Summary of endosulfan residues on corn plants, 1960. 
Days between P.p.m. Endosulfan 
No. Date final t re atment Husk and Cob 
Treatment a:eplications application and sampling Fresh Fermented Stalk Kernels 
Endosulfan spray 7/27 5.5 
1 lb/ acre 
Endosulfan spray 4 8/10 1 1. 2 . 7 4.8 0 
1 lb/acre 4 8/10 9 . 6 . 8 2.8 0 
Endosulfan granules 4 8/10 1 . 8 . 6 1. 5 0 
1 lb/ acre 4 8/10 9 . 8 . 8 1. 4 0 
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RESIDUES OF CARBAMATE INSECTICIDES ON CORN PLANTS 
TREATED FOR EUROPEAN CORN BORER CONTROL! 
R. D. Jackson2, Jack E. Fahey3, and R. T. Murphy3 
A BS TRACT. G r a n u 1 e a n d s p r a y f o r m u 1 at i o n s o f t w o c a r b -
amate insecticides, carbaryl and Zectran® (4-dimethyl-
amino-3, 5-xylyl methylcarbamate), were applied to 
field and sweet corn at the rate of 1 to 2 lb of toxicant 
per acre for residue studies . The residues found on 
corn plants were generally less than 10% of the residue 
tolerance for carbaryl on corn fodder. No residue w as 
found on the kernels of sweet corn plants treated with 
carbaryl. 
Two carbamate insecticides, carbaryl and Zectran® ( 4-dimethylamino-
3, 5-xylyl methylcarbamate), were included in the study of insecticide 
residues on corn plants treated for control of European corn borer (Os-
trinia nubilalis (Hubner)) in 1961 and 1962. The study was conductedat 
the European Corn Borer Research Laboratory, Ankeny, Iowa, in coop-
eration with the Iowa Agricultural and Home Economics Experiment 
Station. A residue of 100 ppm of carbaryl is permitted on corn fodder 
intended for animal feed. No tolerance has been established for Zectran 
residues on corn or corn fodder. 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Field Methods 
Plots used for the study of insecticide residues on field or sweet corn 
were two rows wide, separated by two-row buffer plots, and 60 to 100 
feet long. Insecticide applications were made with high-clearance, self-
propelled vehicles. Granular formulations were applied with a two-row, 
fluted-feed granule applicator. Spray formulations, for first- generation 
control, were applied at the rate of 20 gallons of spray per acre with two 
nozzles per row directed toward the plant whorls. In second generation 
control studies sprays were applied at 40 gallons per acre with four noz-
zles per row directed toward the ear zone . 
I Accepted for publication 12/29 / 64. Journal Paper No. J-4924 of the 
Iowa Agricultural and Home Economics Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa. 
Project No. 119 3. 
2 Entomology Research Division, Agric. Res. Serv., USDA, European 
Corn Borer Laboratory, Ankeny, Iowa. 
3 Entomology Research Division, Agric. Res. Serv., USDA, Vincennes, 
Indiana. 
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Samples for residue analyses consisted of 10 plants taken at random 
from each plot {four replicates per treatment). Whole plant samples or 
stalk samples were chopped in a small silage mill, well mixed, and a 
one quart portion {about 500 grams) was taken for chemical analysis. 
For the study of residues on sweet corn, the corn ears were removed 
from the stalks, the ears husked, the kernels separated, and the husks 
and cobs {factory waste) combined for analysis. The stalks and factory 
waste samples were chopped in a small silage chopper. Each part 
{stalks, kernels, and factory waste) was analyzed separately. A part of 
the factory waste from samples was sealed in a plastic bag and permitted 
to ferment approximately 90 days before analysis. 
The carbarriate formulations studied we re: 
1. Carbary!, 10% granules applied at 1 and 2 lbs carbaryl/ acre. 
Carbary!, 85% wettable powder at 1. 0 and 1. 5 lbs carbaryl/ acre 
applied alone or in combination with Plyac® {emulsifiable A-C 
polyethylene, fatty acid-amine condensate, alkyl aryl sulfonate) at 
a rate of 4 ounces / acre, or 1.ovo® {190 amine stearate mixture) 
at a rate of 1 gallon/ acre. 
2. Zectran, 5% granules applied at 1. 4 lb Zectran/ acre. 
Zectran, 25% emulsion applied at 1. 4 lb Zectran/ acre. 
Chemical Analysis 
Residue recovery: 
Corn samples, approximately 500-gram portions from 10 plants, were 
transferred to one- gallon bottles with 200 grams sodium sulfate and 500 
ml methylene chloride. The jar was sealed and tumbled for two hours. 
The residue solution was filtered into a sample storage bottle. 
Table 1. Carbary! and Zectran residues on field corn plants. 
Days between 
Toxicant Date final final treatment 
Formulation {lbs/acre~ a;eElication and sampling P. ;e.m. 
Carbary! 
10% Carbary! 2 6/ 26 5 7.7 
granules 95 < o. 1 
85% Carbary! 6 / 26 5 3. 2 
wettable powder 95 < o. 1 
Zectran 
5% Zectran 1. 5 6/20 2 7. 6 
granules 15 o. 3 
25% Zectran 1. 5 6 / 19 4 o. 3 
spray 14 0.2 
Table 2. Carbaryl residues on sweet corn. 
Date Days final 
Lbs of No. final treatment P.p.m. Carbaryl 
toxic ant treat- treat- to Factory Waste 
Formulation per acre ments ment sampling Husk Fresh F ermented Stalk Kernels 
Carbaryl spray 3 8/4 7 o. 3 0. 3 0 0 
Carbaryl granules 3 8/4 7 o. 2 o. 3 0 0 
Carbaryl spray 1. 5 3 8/15 1 3 . 8 28 . 8 < 0. 1 
11 8.4 3 .7 7. 2 < b. 1 
Carbaryl spray 1. 5 3 8 / 15 20. 6 41. 3 < 0. 1 
with Plyac 11 11. 3 5. 3 11. 8 < 0. 1 
Carbaryl spray 1. 5 4 8 / 7 . 1 38. 3 
7 13.4 8 7. 6 
Carbaryl spray 
with Plyac 1. 5 4 8/7 38. 1 
7 11. 4 7. 7 
Carbaryl spray I. 5 4 8 / 7 33. 2 
with Lovo 7 10.4 9.3 
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Carbaryl: The carbaryl was separated from plant . extracts by liquid 
partitioning and then determined according to the Carbide and Carbon 
Chemical Co. method 30-uIA 15-4, Determination of Residue of alpha-
Naphthyl N-methyl carbamate in Apples , February 19 57 (mimeographe d 
report). 
Zectran: The Zectran was purified and determined by the luteoarseno 
= tungstic acid technique of Marquardt and Luce (1963). 
RESULTS 
Carbaryl deposits on field corn (Table 1) were 3. 2 and 7. 7 ppm from 
granules applied at 2 lb of carbaryl per acre and wettable powder applied 
at 1 lb per acre, respectively. Zectran granules applied at 1. 5 lb per 
acre deposited 7. 6 ppm of Zectran on field corn and spray deposited 
0. 3 ppm. 
The study of carbaryl residues on sweet corn (Table 2) showed no 
residue on corn kernels. Residues in stalks, husks, and factory waste 
were far below the tolerance of 100 ppm carbaryl allowed on corn fodder. 
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EFFECT OF TWO LEGUME AND TWO GRASS CROP ROOT SYSTEMS 
ON PYTHIUM GRAMINICOLUM DISEASE-INCITING 
POTENTIAL OF FIELD SOIL 1 
W. L. Staudinger and W. F. Buchholtz 
ABSTRACT. An indicator p 1 ant (crested wheat grass: -
Agropyron cristatum) was sown in soil samples taken 
at intervals during the growing season from field plots 
planted to soybeans, alfalfa, corn or sorghum. Per-
e e n t a g e s o f w h e a t g r a s s p 1 a n t s d i s e a s e d :ln 3 w e e k s 
and relative frequency of culturing Pythium gramini-
colum from the wheatgrass roots served as criterion 
of P . g r am in i c o 1 um di s e a s e - in cit in g p o t e n ti a 1 o f s o-i 1 
in the samples. On this basis, it was evident that 
growing sorghum plants induced high disease-inciting 
potential, soybeans a somewhat low potential. Corn 
and alfalfa were intermediate in this respect. Only 
roots of the growing crop plants were involved, no tops 
or top residues. 
The living root systems of crop plants might conceivably increase, or 
decrease, or have essentially no effect on the disease-inciting potential 
of pathogen-infested soil. Any effect by a particular crop on amount or 
activity of a specific soil-borne pathogen would probably depend upon 
the susceptibility of the crop and on the abundance and virulence of the 
pathogen in the soil when the crop roots first permeated it. 
The primary objective of the experiments reported here was to de-
termine if the roots of soybean and alfalfa (nonsuscepts) or corn and 
sorghum {suscepts) affected differentially the~· graminicolum disease-
inciting potential of a naturally infested field soil. 
PERTINENT LITERATURE 
Pythium graminicolum Subr., unlike many of the sphaerosporangiate 
Pythium species, is for the most part restricted to roots of members of 
the Gramineae; corn and sorghum have been reported to be susceptible 
to this fungus {8). 
~· graminicolum is most prevalent at a soil depth of three to six 
inches {7). In field soil it rarely induces seed rotting and damping-off 
but probably first infects roots after seedling emergence and some plant 
growth have occurred {l, 3, 4, 6, 9). 
1 Journal Paper No. J-5043 of the Iowa Agricultural and Home Economics 
Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa. Project No. 1205. Taken from a 
thesis submitted bythe senior author to the graduate faculty, Iowa State 
University, in partial fulfillment of requirements for the Ph.D. degree. 
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The cause of crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum) stand failure 
in central South Dakota was reported by Buchholtz (1) in 1948; in green-
house soil infestation experiments, only~· graminicolum induced char-
acteristic symptoms. 
Knaphus and Buchholtz (7) used crested wheatgrass as an indicator 
plant to determine the relative abundance of ~· graminicolum in soil 
samples collected at different depths. Counts of diseased and healthy 
plants, and frequency of isolation of _!'. graminicolum from sections of 
wheatgrass roots grown in these samples, served as criteria for estab-
lishing the vertical distribution of this fungus in soil. 
Harper (5) used crested wheatgrass to establish the presence and 
prevalence of ~· gramini c olum in infested soil. Crested wheatgrass 
seeds were planted in soils two weeks after infestation ; seed germination 
failure, numbers of killed plants and isolation of~· graminicolum from 
roots indicated the extent of soil colonization by this fungus. 
EXPERIMENTS 
In the spring of 1960, a small experiment (25 x 29 ft) was laid out in 
a field which had been planted to corn in 19 59. Four crops, soybeans, 
alfalfa, corn and sorghum, were planted on June 4. Individual plots were 
5 ' x 6 1 and consisted of three rows 2 feet apart for the three- row crops 
and five rows 1 foot apart for alfalfa. Design was randomized block with 
four replicates. 
Soil samples were taken from the respective cr~p plots at two-w.eek 
intervals during the 1960 growing season. At each time, from each crop 
plot, a composite soil sample was assembled from five random locations 
in the plot and placed in a plastic bag. The first such samples were 
taken on June 4, just prior to sowing the four crops. Subsequent sam-
plings {June 18, July l, 16, 31) were at 1 inch distance from the er.op 
plant stems so that some roots of the respective crops were included. 
Immediately following each collection, the soil samples were taken to 
the greenhouse. Each was individually homogenized, screened through 
an eight mesh screen and placed in four steamed clay pots. Crested 
wheatgras s was sown, 30 seeds per pot of soil. After 1 week, the orig-
inal stand was counted, and two weeks later the numbers of surviving 
and surviving diseased plants. Percentage of diseased plants was calcu-
lated on basis of original stand and number of surviving diseased plus 
dead plants. 
Surviving wheatgrass plants were removed from pots, and soil was 
washed from the roqts. with a -fine spray of water. Root sections approx-
imately O. 5 to 1. 0 cm in length were placed in petri plates co·ntaining 
15 ml of 1. 5% water agar. The plates were examined for the presence 
of nematosporangia typical of~· graminicolum on hyphae obviously at-
tached to an individual root piece. The percentage of root sections thu 
yielding nematosporangiate Pythium species was recorded. 
Statistical analyses were based on arcsin transformation of percent-
age data. · 
Single lots of Ford soybeans, Vernal alfalfa, WF9 ·inbred corn, grain 
sorghum and crested wheatgrass seeds with laboratory germinations of 
92, 90, 96, 96, and 81%, respectively, were obtained from the Iowa State 
University Seed Laboratory and used in all experiments. 
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DISEASED CRESTED WHEATGRASS PLANTS GROWN IN SOIL 
TAKEN FROM NEAR PLANTS OF FOUR CROPS AT 
INTERVALS DURING THE GROWING SEASON 
There was almost no variation among percentages of diseased wheat-
grass plants irf soH , samples collected from plots just prior to planting 
the four crops on June 4 {Table 1). In soil samples collected two weeks 
after planting (June 18), there were differences "between crops," but 
they were nonsignificant. F or the last three collection dates (July 1, 
July 16, July 31), there were significant variations in p er centage s of 
diseased wheatgras s plants in soil from plots of the four crops, and 
sorghum soil in all three instances produced the most diseased plants. 
Table 1. Percentages of whe atgrass plants diseased when grown in soil 
collected from near roots of two legume and two grass crops 
at two-week intervals during June and July, 1960. 
Crop plots from which soil came; 
diseased plants, ;eer cent 
Soil collection date Soybean Alfalfa Corn Sorghum 
June 4 38.7 36.3 36.7 40.9 
June 18 35.4 30. 3 34.4 26. 7 
July 1 36. 1 43.4 45. 1 50.3 
July 16 40.4 36. 9 43.5 51. 0 
July 31 26.9 29.9 28.4 44. 7 
Ave. (all 5 dates) 35. 51 35. 36 37. 61 42.72 
· Ave. (last 3 dates) 34.44 36.74 39. 01 48.66 
Any two means not underscored by the same line are significantly 
differe nt at the 0. 5 probability level (Duncan 1955). 
The average percentages of diseased plants for the five collection 
dates, and especially for the last three dates, reflect that sorghum s oil 
was definitely high in disease-inciting potential (Table 1). Though the 
differences among the other three crops were not numerically significant, 
and not large, soybean and alfalfa soil tended to be somewhat lower in 
disease-inciting potential than corn soil. These same percentages-for 
the four crop soils.and five collection dates-are depicted graphi c ally 
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Figure. 2.. Percentages of positive culturing of Pyt;hium graminicolum 
• ·frpm , root ·sections of wheatgras ,s plants grown in soil colle,cted from 
i.ield plots . suppo~ting two legume a~d two grass cr~ps. ' 
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The relativ~ frequencies of culturing..!:'· gram~nicolumJ:i;om roots of 
wheatgrass grown in soil collected at five dates from field plots o~cupied 
by roots of soybean, alfalfa, corn or sorghum are depicted graphically 
in Figure 2. For the collection dates, June 18 to July 31, inclus i'.'ve, 
144 cultures were examined for each crop treatment; for the . June 4 col-
lection date, 108 cultures were examined in each instance. 
Analysis of variance in percentage . of roots yielding cultures, con-
sidering soil collection dates as subplots in a split-plot design, indicated 
that there were no significant differences among treatments · (crops). 
Although differences and trends therefore are ·not ·conclusive, it is evi-
dent that !:· graminicolum was cultured with somewhat high frequency 
from roots of wheatgrass plants grown in sorghum '.plot soil collected at 
three {June 18, July 1, July 31) of four dates .after planting the respective 
crops and that, similarly, frequency of culturing was relatively low for 
soybean plot soil collected at three {June 18, July 16, July 3.1) , of the 
same four dates. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I 
i ·~-
An indicator plant (crested wheatgrass) was shown in soil samples 
collected during the 19 60 growing season from replicated small field 
plots planted to soybeans, alfalfa, corn or sorghum. Percentages of 
wheatgrass · plants diseased in three weeks were recorded. In general, 
cultures from· roots of the indicator plants demonstrated that large num-
bers of dead and diseased wheatgrass plants were due to an .. abundance 
of and/or to abundant activity of!:· graminicolum in the soil. This is in 
accordance with findings of Buchholtz (I), Knaphus and Buchholtz {7) and 
Harper (5) who cultured!:· graminicolum frequently from roots of dis-
eased wheatgrass plants and le_ss frequently from healthy appearing 
plants. 
The four crops were planted in the respective field plots on June 4. 
By July 1, soil from soybean plots produced significantly fewer diseased 
wheatgrass plants than did soil from sorghum plots; by July 16, alfalfa 
and soybean soil produced fewer than sorghum soils; by July 31, soy-
bean, corn and alfalfa fewer than sorghum. 
Percentages of positive culturing of !:· graminicolum from roots of 
wheatgrass grown in soil from the respective crop plots were variable 
to the extent that differences were not statistically significant. Never-
theless, there was a tendency for most abundant culturing from roots in 
sorghum soil and least abundant culturing from roots in soybean soil. 
These trends are in accord with those for percentages of diseased wheat-
grass plants in sorghum and soybean soils. 
Thus, it seems evident that roots of growing sorghum plants somehow 
. induced high!:· graminicolum disease-inciting potential in soil and that 
roots of soybeans ~nduced a low potential. Corn and alfalfa were inter-
mediate in this respect. 
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napellus, 47, 90 
palmatum, 47 
septentrionale, 47 
Achillea millefolium, 15 
Actea, 21, 38, 60 
Actinea odorata, 57, 80 
Adonis, 32, 38, 44, 51, 60 
vernalis, 33 
Agropyron cristatum, 453 





blanda, 44, 56, 77 
canadensis, 33,41,82 
caroliniana, 33, 41, 45 
coronata, 24 
decapetala, 33, 41 
Anemone (cont.) 
japonica, 33, 34,41,45,47,57,81 
nemorosa, 68 
patens, 86 
ranunculoides, 40, 55 
Anemonella, 33, 59 
thalictroides, 33, 41 
Anemonopsis, 60 




calcarata, 25, 45 
ecalcarata, 45 
formosa, 65, 71 
hybrida, 89 
pubescens, 65 
Archigetes iowensis, 244 
Arcteranthis, 59 
Asimina, 38 
Aste ropyrum, 60 
Athyroglossa, 105 
glabra, 106 
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Athyroglos sa (cont.) 
glaphyropus, 106 
granulosa, 106 




Baltimora recta, 34 
Barneoudia~ 






Bison b. bison, 378 
Blarin;-b~vicauda, 364 
~h~ga grossorum, 14 
Bolde a boldus, 24 
~s-:-4'8 
consobrinus, 68 
Brachydeutera argentata , 110 
Branchiura sowerbyi, 244 
Bras sica napus var. oleife ra, 12 
Calathode s, 60 
Calendula officinalis, 56, 76 
Callianthemum, 60 
Caltha, 21 , 60 
palustris, 57, 65, 83 
Calycanthus, 20, 27, 32, 42 
floridus, 24 
Canis 1. latrans, 371 
~hia~ 
Casalea, 59 
Cassia occidentalis, 276 
Castor canadensis, 369 
~omus commersoni, 243 
Ce ratocephalus, 59 
Cercis canadensis, 271,274 
Cervus c. canadensis, 378 
~e~rista fasciculata, 276 
Chiastochaeta trolii, 28, 29 
Chimomanthus ;38 
Chlamydatus 
arcuatus, 127, 139 
brevicornis, · 127, 141 
fulvipe s, 127, 139 
manzanitae, 127, 140 
montanus, 127, 140 
Chlamydatus (cont.) 
pallidicorni s , 127, 138 
pullus , 141 
schuhi, 127 
Chrysanthemum thunbergii, 57, 59 
Cimcifuga, 21, 25, 34, 60 
Cimcifuginae, 60 
Circae aster, 24 , 59 
Citellus 
fran klinii , _ 367 
t. tridece mlineatus, 367 
Cladrasti s lutea , 276, 282 
Clematis, 36, 38, 59 
recta, 8 5 
~cillaris, 33, 41 
Cle matopsis, 59 
Co enia curvicauda, 107 
~ida, 51, 60 
Coptis , 22,60 
Cornus florida, 15, 17 
~s~ -
bipinnatus, 34, 57,81 
Cryptotis parva, 37 4 
Cymbidium, 36, 9 6 
Cynips psenes', 14 
Cyrtorrhyncha, 59 
Dahlia , 56 
Delphinium 21, 88 
tricorne, 25 
Desmanthus illinoensis, 270, 27 2 
Dichaeta caudata, 114 
Dichromena, 13 
dliata, 13, 67 
Didelphis 
marsupialis virginiana, - 364 
Dimorphotheca aurantiaca, 57, 78 
Diptera, 103 
Discocerina 
















riparia, 107, 123, 124 
Ephydridae, 103 
Epidendrum radicans, 36 , 96 
Eptesicus !.,: fuscus, 365 
Eranthis, 34, 60 
hiemali s, 21, 3 3, 41. 6 7 
Erethizon dorsatum dorsatum, 376 




European corn borer control, 
153,437,449 
Felis concolor, 377 
Ficaria, 51, 59 
ve rna, 2 1 , 6 7 
Ficus carica, 66 
Gaillardia grandiflora, 56 
Galinsoga ciliata, 57, 84 
Gampsoceras, 59 
Gastrops nebulosus, 110 
Geomys b. bursarius, 368 
Ginkgo blloba, 24 
Glaucidium, 22, 24, 59 
Glaucomys -:;_. volans, 368 
Glaridacris catostomi, 244 
Gleditsia triacanthos, 2 71, 2 77 
Gramineae, 289 
Gulo luscus, 377 
Gymnocladus dioica, 271, 27 2 








Helenimn autumnale >- 57, 80 




Hunte rella nodulosa, 244 
Hyadina 
a bdominali s, 112 
albovenosa, 112 
binotata, 112 
ce sta, 111 
corona, 112 
furva, 111 
gravida excavata, 111 
pruinosa, 112 
subnitida, 112 







harti, 115, 124 
~aca, 116 
luctuosa, 11 7 
morrisoni, 117 















Isopyrum, 21, 34, 39, 60 
biternatum, 33, 41 





Laccopetalum, 44, 59, 71, 95 
giganteum, 9 5 
Lasionycteris noctivagans, 374 
Lasiuru s 
~· borealis, 365 
cinereus, 375 
461 
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Leptopsilopa atrimana, 120 
L eptopyrum, 60 
L e pus 
ame:dcanus phaeonotus, 375 







Lutra ~.canadensis, 373 
Lynx 
c. canadensis, 377 
r. rufus, 377 
Magnolia, 8, 23 , 68 
grandiflora, 24 
soulangeana, 56,74 
Marmota ~· ~· 366 
Martes 
~· americana, 377 
p ennanti, 377 
Mephitis mephitis a via, 37 3 
Micropterus dolomieui, 417 
Microsorex hoyi, 374 
M i crotus E: pennsylvanicus, 370 
Miyakea, 59 
Monobothrium hunteri, 244 
Mus musculus ~icus, 371 
Mustela 
frenata spadix, 37 2 
vison letifera, 373 
Myotis 
kenii septentrionalis, 374 
~ lucifugus, 365 















vittata , 118 
N otiPh'ilinae, 1 0 5 
Nostima 
scutellaris scutella ris, 117 
quinquenotata, 117 
Nuphar luteum, 51 





mantis mantis, 112 
Odocoileus virginianus, 374 
Oedonops nuda, 114, 124 
Onadatra ~· zibethicus, 370 
Orectoderus schuhi , 127, 149 
Ost rinia nubilalis, 153, 437, 449 
Paeonia , 6, 21, 53 
albiflora, 7 5 
delavay, 23 
lutea, 23 
p;tc;:nini, 2 3, 2 8 , 7 5 
suffruticosa, 23 





Parathyroglos sa ordinata, l 05 
Parognathus 







bituberculata bituber culata, 113 
breviceps breviceps, 113 
paullula, 113 
pingui s, 113 
quadrituberculata, 113, 124 
unituberculata, 113 
Parydrinae , 105 
Pediculari s, 71 
Pedomys ochrogaster, 376 
Pelina 
~adensis, 114 
rudi s, 113 
~catula, ·114 
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Peromyscus 
leucopus noveboracensis, 369 
maniculatus bairdii, 369 
Phaseolus vulgaris, 280, 282 
Philotelma alaskensis, 107, 124 
Phyllinae, New species of from 
North America, 127 
Phymat opsallus, 127 
acaciae, 127,131,150 
~huae, 127, 132, 151 
croceguttatus, 137 
croceus, 137,151 
cuneopunctatus, 127, 134 
ful vipunctatus, 137, 151 
fuscipunctatus, 127, 135, 151 
huachucae, 127, 135 
longirostris, 127, 136 
nicholi, 127,130,150 
panthe rinus, 138, 151 
patagoniae, 127, 132, 150 
rinconiae, ~27, 132, 150 
rubropunctatus, 127, 136,151 
strombocarpae, 127, 130, 151 
~· 127,134,151 
tuberculatus, 133,150 
viridescens, 128, 133, 150 
Pipistrellus ~ subflavus, 375 
Pisum sativum, 280, 285 




flavus, 127, 146 




nigritibialis, 127, 148 
paddocki, 127,146 
rolfsi, 127, 145 
shoshonea, 127, 142 
stitti, 127,145 
urticae, 127, 148 
Podophyllum, 32 
Poinsettia pulcharrima, 15, 17 
Procyon_ lotor hirtus, 372 








P silopinae, 10 5 
Ptilomyia, 105 
enigma, 119, 124 
Pulsatilla, 21, 37, 59 
patens, 86 
Pyrethrum ~· 57, 59 
Pythium graminicolum, 453 
Ranunculaceae, Evolution of, 
{complete index of, p. 9 8) 
Ranunculus, 21, 37, 40, 59 
~· 36 
auricomus, 39 




parviflorus, 21, 67 
repens, 21, 64, 71 
sceleratus, 39' 57' 84 
Rattus norvegicus, 371 
Reithrodontomys megalotis, 376 


















carolinensis hypophaeus, 367 
niger rufiventer, 368 
Semiaquilegia, 60 
Setacera 
atrovirens, 110, 124 
patifica, 110 
Shibateranthis, 60 
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Shore flies of Iowa, 103 
Silvilagus floridanus mearnsii, 
366 
Soil moisture in Iowa, 337 
Sonchus, 56 
Sorex cinereus 1-esueurii, 3·64 
Sorghum, Inheritance 
characteristics of, 345 
Souliea, 60 





var. obtusata, 305 
var, major, 310 
x e.: pensylvanica, 315 
Spilogale inte rrupta, 37 3 
Spirea trilobata, 15 , 73 
Tagetes signatus , 57, 83 
Tamias striatus griseus, 367 
Tamiasciurus 
hudsonicus minne sota, 37 5 
Taraxacum, 56 
Taxidea !.: ~· 373 
Thalictrum, 21 , 24, 59 
Tithonia speciosa, 56, 74 
Trautvetteria, 59 
Trimerina madi z ans, 130 
Trochilus colubris, 25 





Tubifex tempeltoni, 244 
Typopsilopa atra, 115 





Victorina ephas, 94 
Vulpes fulva regalis, 372 
Xanthorrhiza, 22, 60 
Zapus ~· hudsonius, 371 
~,56 
